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FOULEST MURDER IN
STATE'S HISTORY SENATE
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RUNS ASHORE
Steamer Forced
Rocks Near Fprt Wadsworth
In New York Harbor,
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New York, May 27. The North
German Lloyd passengpr steamer,
T
a.
Princess Alice, ran nerouml near Fort JCCUUU
Wadsworth, Staten Island, while pass-ing out of the harbor for Bremen. The i
accident was due to a fog.
Will Float Vessel.
New York, May 27. Although the
Princess Alice was picking her way
AND
BEVERIDGB GOVERNMENT IM QUANDARY cautiously through the Narrows, the COUNTRY VERYPROSPEBOUS
weight of the great steamer forced her
hanging.fVf
'
bow high on the rocks and almost In
Carneirout-lineState's "Attorney Sehsa
the evidence against Junkin dra- Interesting Passage of Arms Cannot Compel the Company touch with the sea wall which sur- Head of Local Weather Burounds Fort Wadsworth. The vessel's
matically holding ajoft a bloodstained
Two
Its
Between
the
Divide
to
reau Well Pleased With
brains.
Passenger
out
the
stern, however, remained afloat and as
stone used to beat
girl's
'
was
when
she
of his
tide
the
grounded
rising
Fred Rosen told of
Trains.
Senators.
Work Accomplished.
the captain felt confident of getting
sister's bodv and identified the arti
hia vessel afloat within a few hours.
cles taken by Junkin, including hen
An important official trip has just
May 27. Officials of The Princess Alice carried a large
Washington,
Washington, D. C, May 27. The
engagement ring. Miss Rosen was
Fire- number of
36 to 47, to the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Senate
was
refused,
there
to
today
but
been
two
the
or
passengers,
previous
murdered a day
completed by Section Direclor
strike the Dutch standard test out of men and Enginemen who are actively little excitement when the accident oc- E. C.
date she was to marry a
Linney of the local weather
the sugar schedule of the tariff bill as in charge of the strike on the Georgia curred..
young man of Wyoming.
bureau.
Mr. Linney loft Santa Fa
Senator Bristow of Kan- Railroad, refute the charge that they
The sensational circumstances at- proposed by
overland
on the Dth of the present
are
in
for
the
sas.
interference
responsible
UGLY CHURCH
tending the murder of Miss Rosen,
month going from here to Chimayo,
of
States
United
the
transportation
Wagner and Kelly at Washington.
were divulged by Officers Peterson
north to Penasco. North
mails and express a willingness to aid
FIGHT IN DENVER continuing
and Black on the stand today, but Special to The , New Mexican.
of this place an effort was made to
Postofflce
to
the
the
get
Department
Washington, May 27. Dr. John P.
were not mentioned in the Indictestablish a mountain snow-fal- l
station
ment against Junkin, nor mentioned Wagner of Santa Fe, is in Washing- malls through on the Georgia line. Father P.J. Carrlgan Successfully il me iifuuwiuers or tne mo uranu
a
of
Defies the Wishes and Orders
heretofore. These details it is learn- ton interesting eastern capital In the This important information came in
del Rancho but in this district no
Ball of
Bishop Matz.
ed, were suppressed because , the plans for his four story tourist hotel telegram from
were found so the idea had
settlers
state feared they would excite the pub- which he intends to erect at the the Brotherhood today. Doubt is exMidnight yesterday marked the ex- to be abandoned.
The next stop was
deavenues.
corner of Lincoln and Palace
pressed, however, whether the
piration of the time allowed to Fath- Taos and from this point up the Taos
lic to mob violence.
He is also here on matters in connec- partment could compel the Georgia er P. J. Carrigan, pastor of. St. Patcanon about sixteen miles southeast
tion with the Sacramento Valley Ir- Railroad to divide its trains and run rick's churcn, in which to go to
of Taos where a station was estab-lishvFOUL MURDER IN
rigation Company of which he is pres- a car for mall purposes only and the Pueblo on order of Bishop Matz, At
The trip was then continued
Alamo-gordsituation of the strike is such that it that hour Father Carrlgan was in his up the Rio Hondo
canon to the old
GRANT COUNTY ident and political matters at
is impossible to operate full passenger home sleeping peacefully.
at Amizett about twenty-tmining
camp
Father M. W. Donovan, who was wo
r
Harry W. Kelly of Las Vegas, is equipment.
miles northeast of Taos. This
Pedro Parra Lured Into Lonely Canon
from Ouray by the bishop town at one time a
in the interests of New Mexico
here
brought
Men
to
Beaten
flourishing mining
and
Three
By
and Instructed to take charge of St.;
wool growers and the retention of the
,
wlth
,0
Death With Rocks.
:
.
i
BETTING
Patrick's, did not do so yesterday. hundred was found to contain but
present tariff on wool. He is also NO
Father Donovan did cause to be tak- two Inhabitants. Linney however
matters and the
ON HORSE RACES en
From Dwyer, on the Mimbres, in discussing inpolitical
to St. Patrick's school the vest- was successful in
New Mexico. He will
situation
establishing a staGrant county, comes word of the muraccompany his daughter home from As Result Track Meet at Littleton ments and altar service necessary to tion at this point. Next by way of
in
killed
who
was
der of Pedro Parra.
school and she will spend the summer
say masses there.
Questa he went up the Red River
Near Denver, May Be Abana most atrocious1 manner. He was en- at Las Vegas.
As the situation now stands Father canon to the town of Red River and
doned,
ticed by three men to enter a deep
Carrigan still remains in charge of established at station at that place.
Hale and Beveridge Clash.
canon and was then set upon and beathis parish and of the church. Father At this point arrangements were also
Washington, May 27. In the Senen with rocks and the crime completed
Denver, Colo., May 27. Walter M. Donovan occupies a peculiar position made for a station at Anchor
ate Hale of Maine, took part in the
mine,
Morgan, district attorney, whose jur- in that he has the order of the bishop a place nine miles northeast of Red
by sending a bullet through his head. discussion when the
proposed duty isdiction Includes Arapahoe county,
old
of
the
to
him
was
take charge
Parra
only eighteen years
directing
on automobiles was under consider-tion- .
River, and lying on the divide be
announces that
stop gambling parish, but in reality has only become tween the Red River and Costlllo Riv
and the son of the mail carrier at
As he concluded Beveridge conDwyer. Sheriff J. J. McGarth and gratulated the Senator, from Maine, if complaint is made to him that bets what might be termed a chaplain of er. From Red River the way lay over
the convent which conducts the pa- the pass to Elizabethtown where an
Deputy Thomas Glenn arrested Fran- speaking, as he subsequently explain- are being made on the races.
of the rochial school.
H. G. Fisher, president
cisco Valdez, Modesto Salas and Se- ed jocularly, "That he had been able
other station was established. TJte
bastian Abales, and after a prelimi- to consume so much of the time of Christian Citizenship League, says
Park came next, no work however,
his organization will hold a meetnary hearing Valdez is reported to the Senate on automobiles and the that
being done at this point. At the
HUNDREDS
OF
formal
next stop, Black Lakes, a station was
have confessed his guilt He was peril they occasion pedestrians with-- i ing Thursday night to draft a
to the . district attorney.
FLOATING ICEBERGS established and the
boundsover to the grand jury without out getting down to tne essence of protest
:
trip then continThere is little prospect of a race
ued through the Moreno valley to
bail, while his alleged accomplices are the paragraph."
toaettng, being held in "Denver this Trans-Atlanti- c
Liner Badly Damaged Aurora where another station was esbeing held in ?JaiI, being unable to
Directing his remarks to Bever'
year; that is, a meeting at which
tablished. Hall's Peak was next
bail
Hale
Collision
in
furnish $2,000
idge,
replied:
Entering Port of
who
Is betting. John Condon,
reached and then the old county seat
"Mr. President. I do not suppose there
John's.
St.
has an agreement to hold a meeting
of Mora county, Lucero. From there
CITY OF CHICAGO TOO
that I have intruded in this discussion at Overland,
i in the city.
It was St. John's, N. F., May 27. With her Mr.
POOR TO ENTERTAIN TAFT. in the four weeks In which the bill
Linney proceeded to the present
announced from his rooms at the bow badly damaged from a collision
Chicago, 111., May 27. The city of has been before the Senate one min- Brown last night that the question with an iceberg, the liner Almeriana, county seat, the town of Mora and
at this point arranged for a station
Chicago is too poor to pay the ex- ute where the Senator from Indiana had not been definitely settled.
came into port today from Liverpool.
at Chacon. This accomplished
thi
pense of having President Taft lay the has intruded twenty minutes. I have
The proposed meeting at Littleton It reported large quantities of ice off
corner stone of the new city hall. been very careful not to consume time is advertised to start Saturday and the coast. The Almeriana hit a berg journey was continued to East Las
Therefore the council committee on and not to make suggestions that run two weeks. The arrangements about midnight on Tuesday. The pas- Vegas and from there to the upper
' its consume time.
I am not eager to ap
ranch where the eighth stapublic buildings has abandoned
have been completed. While no com- sengers of the steamer Prospero, Harvey
tion
in
of
the
the
not
I
do
pear
public
executive.
trip was established. Reprints,
plan of inviting the
plaint has been made to the district which was obliged to put back into turning to Las
Vegas Mr. Linney took
The members of the committee fig wait until the discussion of the day attorney, that official said last night
because of ice floes, stated the train home,
port
today
inIs
and
then
to
nearly
terminated,
have
arriving here last
ured that it would cost $5,000
that he expected that there would be that they counted over a hundred icetrude
into
enthusiastic
over what
in
the
night,
discussion,
very
myself
men
numerous complaints. Sporting
the celebration they had, planned.
bergs during a sail of forty miles.
had been accomplished and absoluteorder that I may appear in the news- who' had been
if!
belief
the
rejoicing
ly satisfied that the trip had been a
papers.
that everything had been "fixed" will
"I bide my time. I keep no account;
most successful one. The trip lasted
be surprised to read this morning that
with the committee on finance, debit
three weeks, being the longest offiSOUTH
there will be "nothing doing."
or credit, voting with them half the
cial trip ever undertaken at the local
office.
time and voting against them half
With the exception of the
the time. I will not submit to the; SUDDEN TRANSFER
train ride from Las Vegas to Santa
Fe the entire journey was made overimplied censure of my young friend
OF AFFECTIONS
from Indiana, and it would be well
land. In all eight mountain snowfall
for him to curb his Impatience in critstaions were established and aa a
result of the trip two more will be
Senators not better Therefore Expectant Groom Loses
icizing older
Bride and His Rival Must Face
established through correspondence
Senators, I say to him that I shall
not appear here in disturbing the
Bigamy Charge.
by mail. At all of these stations acHonolulu,,: May 27 R. W. Baker,
curate records will be kept of the
progress of this bill, as he appears
snow and rainfall throughout the enconstantly to do; but "when the time arrested here on Monday charged
comes that I see fit to make a sug with bigamy on cabled instructions
tire year. At some of the stations
toeven the temperature will be daily, regestion I shall make it without any! from Chicago, confessed his guilt
corded.
Hesitation and the Senate will notice day. His latest wife, however, whom
the difference between him and me j he married here on May 13, and whose
Grand and Prosperous Country
name was Mrs. Eva B. Wallace, rein this regard."
When seen by a representative of
MANY TOWNSUNDER WATER
Beveridge replied briefly that his mains steadfast. A romance of tropASSEMBLY the New Mexican at the weather
remark was : spoken, in jest, and ical seas; underlies this second mar- CQMMENDEDJT
bureau office today, Mr. Linney was
especially enthusiastic about the trip
thought the Senator would so under- riage of Baker, who Is believed to
be the son of Charles W. Baker, secstand
he had just completed.
it.
Said he:
Wrecks
Tornado
Many Hale
Con- "I had a splendid trip and accomto this that he hop retary of' the Chicago Livestock Ex- Many Demands From
responded
Houses and Crops Desed the Senator hereafter would "label i change.
plished even more than anticipated.
gress to Blot Out Liquor
Baker arrived In Honolulu about
WTe were successful
his pleasantries,"
in establishing
troyed by Water,
Traffic
May 1. One of the fellow travelers
most
desirable
stations
at
points
Oh! My! Uncle Joe Cannon, Mercy!
on the ' steamer Alameda was Mrs.
will
to
be
benefit
which
of
the
great
D.
27.
The
Washington,
C, May
Wallace, a San Francisco woman, en
Memphis, Tenn., May 27. Reports delegation of
Denver, Colo!, May 27. President weather bureau. The country I passwomen hosiery route to Honolulu to
young
from the surrounding country bring
marry Charles
workers from Philadelphia called on Howard, a former San Francisco resi- Taft, Emperor William and President ed through Is well settled and the
advices of devastation done by re
people are
prosperous.
dent here. It appears that the moon- Eliot of Harvard University, were Evidences ofremarkably
cent rain and wind storms. Missis Speaker Cannon the other day.
thrift and industry
"When
lit
the club women of Chicago
nights in southern seas, coupled placed on "dry" pedestals today by abound on every hand and it is a
sippi and Arkansas seem to have suffered the most. The Arkansas river called to see me about the duties on with the proximity of Baker, proved
the General Assembly of the Presby- most delightful pleasure to make a
is out of its banks and flood warnings gloves," the speaker of the house said. too much for Mrs. Wallace's conchurch when their example of trip through that section of th'e counterian
have been sent out that other rivers "I asked them why girls with such, stancy to Howard, and the result was
try. The season has been backward,
will rise above the danger point.
Deautnui arms should want to cover that when the good ship arrived here turning teetotalers after many years generally, though farther advanced on
was
commended in the approval of the
In both states the crops are, said them up with gloves reaching clear to Howard found himself minus his exo the temperance committee. the western slope of the Sangre de
pected bride, Mrs. ; Wallace
to have been destroyed, in several lo the shoulders.
having report
The fruit crops will be
Cristo
transferred ; her affections to Baker. Far reaching reform through memor- fair range. fruit conditions
calities while fnany towns are under
are not
"Now here you are to see me about
though
to
are
in
Baker it is charged has another wife ials
the so
Congress
proposed
water and families have been driven
on the east side of the
favorable
stockings."
and a child in Chicago.
report, among them the following:
to the roofs of their homes and the
as on the west. The greatest
That was where he stopped.
That the receipt of revenue in any range
means
of
are
transit
only
by boat
amount of progress appears to - he
The young women retreated.
form from the liquor traffic be discon
Great damage has been done the rail
PRISONER ESCAPES
holding sway in the Taos valley. Ir- -

Test Vote Shows Georgia Railroad
Strikers Telegraph
Him to Be in
Offer
Minority

ses to Assume
UP

Hanging Too Good for Junkin Says
His Attorney Killed Woman
Soon to Be Bride.

SITS

May 27. The
Centerville, Iowa,
foulest murder in criminal history of
Iowa was the characterization today
by Frank Hunter, assistant attorney
for the defense, of the killing of Clara
Rosen, for which John Junkin is on
trial. He pictured Junkin as an irresponsible criminal and declared life
imprisonment was the proper punishment for the moral degenerate as he
was insensible to the significance of HALE

Judge McFie Refu-

CHECKING

JL

Cpi.J

LllCt lUi

Makes Successful Trip

1

d

National Guard Armory to
Be Dedicated June
Tenth.
Judge John R. McFie this forenoon
dismissed the petition of Attorney A.
B. Renehan for a writ of habeas corpus for A. M. Jackley committee to
jail for sixty days for contempt of
court by Judge Edward A. Mann.
Judge McFie declined to assume jurisdiction as the commitment was for
a "direct contempt which is a matter peculiarly within the knowledge
and jurisdiction of the judge and
to him. This court being of
jurisdiction and not superior to that of the judge of the Sixth
Judicial iDistrict who issued the commitment, I have no power to review the action of said judge in that
matter," is the opinion of Judge McFie..
v;V'
per-son-

;,,--

y

Notary Public Appointed,
Governor Curry today appointed
Hubert F. Dicken of "Artesia, Eddy
county, a notary public.
Monthly Statement of County Treas-urer-

s.

Traveling Auditor Charles V.
now requires monthly statements
from each county treasurer and collector and each month, makes a tabulated statement of , the finances of
every one of the counties, showing
balance in hand, receipts for the
month, disbursements for the month,
where balances are deposited and other data, which show at a glance the
financial condition of the. Territory
and its counties.
Colorado Fishermen.
Territorial Game and Fish Warden
Gable continues to receive a large
number of applications for
fishing licenses from Colorado
sportsmen, conclusively showing that
New Mexico's trout streams compare
very favorably with the Colorado
streams.
Saf-lor- d

--

;

non-reside-

National Guard Armory Dedication.
The board of control of the National Guard Armory at Santa Fe has
set the date for the dedication of
the armory as June 10, on the evening of which a grand ball will be
given in the building.
New Ranger Appointed.
D. R. Carter of Pena- - Blanca, who
has charge of the construction of the
new trail from the Santa Fe river
to the Pecos has been appointed a
ranger on the Pecos National Forest,
the apporntment to be effective on

June

1st'.

Appointed Deputy, Inspector,
J. Porter Jones, of Albuquerque, who
was reading clerk of the legislative
council, has been appointed deputy
coal oil inspector by Deputy Thomas
S. Hubbell of Albuquerque, and will
make hisx headquarters at El Paso,
Texas, to inspect consignments of coal
oil and gasoline shipped into the Territory from that point.

SEVERE SENTENCE
FOR GAMBLER
Court at Butte, Montana, Refused to
Show Mercy to Old Offender
Against the Law.
Butte, Mont., May 27. One thousand dollars fine and' a year in Jail
was the bitter dose administered to
Leander Duncan, gambler and pioneer.
Duncan, who is an old man, fairly
wilted in his chair. The sentence
was accompanied toy an arraignment
from the bench which has not often
been equaled in severity by a court in
Montana.
"For- 49 years you have bilked the
public," thundered District Judge
DonJan, "gambling 40 years that might
have been spent in useful effort that
would have landed you in comfort
in jail. Now, your
and respect,-no- t
string Is up. You're an old man and
I'd like to be lenient with you, but it
Is time the gamblers learned there
is no place for them in this community, You've been arrested in every raid made since the raids began,
and we're going to put you out of
business. The court orders you imprisoned in the county jail for 12
months and fined $1,000."
-

;

-

VETERAN PEDESTRIAN
ARRIVES AT DENVER

the-findin-

well-to-d-

o

Vice-Preside-

o.

he-wi-

.

IS

III

Untold Damage by
Storm and

With Taft and Eliot
Has Turned Tee-

Floods

totaler

:

27.-ixty--three

'

"

.

.

roads and several trains are stalled,
while telephone and telegraph wires KILLED HIMSELF
are down in many localities. YesterBECAUSE IN LOVE
day a tornado passed over northern
and
Mississippi
Georgia wrecking
Young Man Who Found Life Unbearmany houses.
able and Therefore Drank CarAlabama Flood Bound.
bolic Acid.
Mobile, Ala., May 27. Practically
''-every river and creek in lower Alabai
j
ma and Mississippi are at flood stage,
Says the Silver City Independent:
"A telephone message was received
resulting in drowning out all low land
crops, the loss of many cattle, and the from Mogollon yesterday stating that
destruction of lumber. Reports from Jim Lockwood had committed suicide
Shubuta, Mississippi, are that the the night before by taking poison. No
town is virtually an island, being cut details were given, although it is unworld except by derstood that the suicide was the re; off from the outside
sult of an unfortunate love affair,"
telephone and telegraph.
'."V''-.-

Denver, Colo., May
' days1 out from New York, Edward
Payson Weston, a veteran pedestrian,
arrived In Denver this morning, and
continued to Brighton, 20 miles north,
where he spent the night. He has
covered 2,479 miles in his journey
Irom coast to coast

,

.

-

FROM JAIL
Lee Smith, a prisoner in the jail at
Silver City, cut his way out of the
jail, using the handle of an iron table
spoon to dig a hole through the ceiling
of his cell. He had been arrested at
Saint John's, Arizona, for stealing
twenty head of horses from the pastures of the Lyons & Campbell Ranch
and Cattle Company. The cell in which
he was. kept vasi. right under the district clerk's office and he made his
way through the door of that office.
The escape must have been accomplished at noon and in broad daylight.

tinned; that the federal government rigatlon projects are numerous and
snail uo longer issue nquor tax re - work Js being pushed rapidly. Irrl
celpts in Prohibition territory; that in gation improvements are under way
terstate shipments of liquor be discon' on the Rio Hondo, the Red Hlver and
tinued; that a prohibitory zone, twen1
costillo. Even at Taos the great
ty miles in width be established amount of improvement and progress
around every Indian reservation; that i8 noticeable. Quite
number of e
mails be closed to advertising orrigation projects are also under way
the distribution of liquors. NewBpa-- j near Cimarron, work being done on
pers, which carry liquor advertise- - the Cimarron river, both on the
fell under the ban of the as- - tral branch and the North branch, on
sembly. The report of the commit- - the Rayado river and on the Ponil
tees commended fraternal organiza-- river. The lower sections of country
tions "heretofore noted for their con- are suffering considerably from
membership" for their action in ness though the higher sections havi ,
discontinuing the sale of liquor about ,
the lodge premises.
(Continued on Page, Eight.)
;
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The lllg! Store
Merchant Tailoring
Department is now
running In a
This is the
shape.
first chance that Santa
Fe ever had for our
customers to come Into
store
our
woolens
the
and pick
right from stock, cut
and made e.nd pasted
on a man's shoulders
and fitted from the
bottom of pants to top
of coat, and finished
with best of workmanship, living, and best
of style that money
can buy. Our cutter,
Mr. Synfy, is not only
s
tailor, but
a
an expert designer of
his profession and he
1s always
ready and
first-clas- s

te

first-clas-

to aid you to

willing

ter to
numbers

get the latest cut and
style, as he is familiar
with all the latest designs. We have done
Eastern
with
away
profits which we used
to pay and charge to
our customers. Now
,
you only pay our prof-Itwhich is not half as
much as it used to be.
Come right along, this
department Is to stay
and serve you ior an
the bet- your choice before the bst

select
are picked out

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

On Botes, diamonds and Jewelry as ow as $10 and as high as MM.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to ore year. Ratee are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

Vm. FARArl

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
tan Francisco

street

The largest and the only

up-to-d-

itora

im

rnone IN.
Santa Fa.

ac:

WW)
3 CARS FLOUR 3
Til
Jersey Cream
Imboden Imperial r If II 1 1
1 lvmA
Pansy
Imperial Whole Wheat
"
Graham
Corn Meal
WE CONTROL ABOVE BRANDS OF FLOUR

for SANTA FE

Winter Grocery
V V

Southeast Corner Plaza, 8anta Pe.

Co.

Telephone No. 40

1

THE

ROUND

DAILY

JBfe

UP.

A SETTIN' HEN.
When a hen is bound to set,
Seems as though 'taint etiket
Dowsin' her in water till
She's connected with a chill.
Seems as though 'twas skursely right
Givin' her a dredful fright,
Tyin' rags around her tail,
Poundin' on an old tin pall,
Chasin' her around the yard.
Seems as though 'twas kind of hard
P.ein' kicked and slammed and shooed
'Cause she wants to raise a brood.
I sh'd say it's gettin' gay
Jest 'cause natur' wants its way.
While ago my neighbor, Penn,
Started bustin' up a hen,
Went to yank her off the nest;
Hen, though, made a peck, and jest
Grabbed his thumb-nai- l
good and stout,
Almost yanked the darned thing out.
Penn he twitched away and then,
Tried again to grab that hen.
But, by ginger! she had spunk,
'Cause she took and nipped a hunk
Big's a bean right out his palm,
Swallered it, and cool and calm
"
H'isrted up and yelled "Cah-da- h
Sounded like she said "Hoo-rah!- "
Wal, sir, when that hen done that,
Penn, he bowed, took off his hat,
Spunk jest suits him, you can bet:
"Set," says he, "gol darn ye, Set!"
Holman P. Day.

Established 1856.

XI
All

careful

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

3r SrtttT

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

WANAMAKER

se-ye-

re

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

POBox

A

a a

Boys

GMUif

Men's Shoes
Ladies and Childrens Shoes
Corsets
Ladies Waists
Hosiery
Hats
Trunks & Snit Cases
Kid Gloves

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS:
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

i

of all and should be supported by all

residents.
"His attention has not been restrict
ed to the church and the residence.
He is now planning to have another
park in the church property that sur
rounds the beautiful spot of the
is
Mount Calvary cemetery which
one mile distant of town. For three
weeks he had a force of men and
team constructing fences, .. digging
wellg and fixing the roads. At this
date he is breaking the ground to
have some planting done and in a
few weeks everything will look green.
The reverend father is glad to announce that his efforts have been rewarded with success since that he
reached good water at 8 feet digging,
so that he is pleased to announce that
those who have lots in the graveyard can use this water to Irrigate
their planting in the cemetery. It Is
also rumored that in a month or two
a house will be built in the same spot
to be used by the one who will be in
charge of the cemetery and the whole
property. In this also, he should be

SKIPPING THE BAD ONES :

YOU CAN'T MAKE A MISTAKE

BY BUYING YOUR

GARDEN TOOLS &

congratulated."
REV. I. W. WILLIAMSON'S LETTER.
Rev. I. W. Williamson, Huntington,
W. Va., writes: "This is to certify
that I used Foley's Kidney Remedy
for nervous exhaustion and kidney
trouble and am free to say that it will
do all that vou claim for it." Foley's
Kidney Remedy has restored health
and strength to thousands of weak, run
down people. Contains no harmful
drugs and is pleasant to take. Sold
by all druggists.

POULTRY NETTING
OF US
Our Goods and Prices are Right
LAWN MOWERS AND LAWN SPRINKLES

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.

TRY OUR

MILK

Broil

Ma deal

Also Good fot Chickens

Telephone No Utt Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food

SEE

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Creating Parks.

Rev. Paul Gilberton. formerly nriest
charge of the Guadalupe church In
Santa Fe, is setting a noble example
' of civic spirit in the Meadow
City of
which the Las Vegas Optic speaks as
follows:
"The pastor of the West Side parish.
Rev. P. Gilberton does not say much
but he is doing wonders. The surroundings of his church and residence which two years ago looked
like an abandoned place, is blooming
all around and may be considered as
the best park in both towns. More
than 80 trees have been planted this
year and every one of them will be
an adorment for the future. The
wonder is that the reverend gentleman is doing this without the help
either of his parishioners or the community. He deserves the gratitude

Mens 'anil
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FOR

291.

MO.

FRESH EGGS

ucmeiery at Las vegas and

Male to

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department
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GEO G. SNOW
UTZ & DUNN,
WARNER BROS
MENDEL'S
IRON CLAD
STETSON
A B, C.
TREFOUSSE& Co.

friends."

He is Beautifying Church Grounds and

Mm

BROWN

MONARCH )
CLUETT . f

ne

ff

&

HARVARD
KANT WEAR OUT
HERCULES

East Trains Go Back to Cut-OThe Santa Fe has changed its mind
again and fast freight trains Nos. 33
and 34 have been restored to the cut
off, the necessary arrangements having been made to handle the perishable freight expeditiously.
Brought' to Albuquerque for Treatment J. 0. Fulghum, foreman of Captain Cooney's ranch In, Socorro count-thas been taken to Albuquerque for D. M. HOOVER & SON
the treatment of three gunshot wounds
Builders and Contractors
inflicted upon him during an altercation with a cowboy named Bennett.
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Fell on Butcher Knife The sixteen
Famished on short notice
months old son of Patrick Berry on
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
Johnson's Mesa, Colfax county, took
a butcher knife from the kitchen table
and made a dash out of the door when
he slipped and fell on the knife, cutting his forehead to the bone, splitting an eyelid and injuring the eye.
&

In

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

M. BORN & CO

FRED KAUFPMANN

TUMI MHH

ST. LOUIS,

Ms.

We Represent the Following Well Known Lines.

Woman who suffer from
headaches, and all disea-e-s
due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley Marble
Falls, Tex. writes : I find Her-bithe best liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
good. I recommend it to my

Snow on Johnson's Mesa A heavy
snow fell this week on Johnson's Mesa,
Colfax county.
Sons of Veterans Organize A camp
of Sons of Veterans with fifty charter
members will be organized tonight at
Albuquerque.
Declines to Tackle Presidency M,
L. Stern has declined to be president
of the Albuquerque Fair to which position he wag recently elected.
Peddled Without a License J. T
Walker pleaded guilty to peddling
without license at Albuquerque and
was fined $15 or fifteen days In jail.
Death of Mrs. Stover Mrs. Caro
line Stover, aged 65 years, died yester
day at Albuquerque. The remains were
sent to Germantown, Pennsylvania, to
day for Interment.
Summer Resort at Tijeras C. Szan
gini, a mining man of Santa Fe, will
open a summer resort on the old Silva
ranch, in Tijeras pass, of the Sandias,
forty miles south of Santa Fe.
Insurance Man Arrested Frederick
Bennion, an Insurance agent of Socorro, was arrested yesterday by the
sheriff on the charge of having failed
to turn over to an insurance company $385, alleged to be due the company.
Planting Potatoes
R. B. Schoonmaker of Las Vegas, has
planted fourteen acres of his ranch,
east of the Pecos, in potatoes and reports that more farming than ever before is being done on the 'upper Pecos and tributaries.

Ma
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NO REASON FOR IT.

Whooping Cough.

IMCI

"In February our daughter had the

oconing a dwelling as soon as a death
curred in it. With the term of occutopancy so uncertain, the tendency
effectively
ward improvement is
barred.
None but an agricultural race,
among primitive people, is likely to
find its Interests best served by es-

Santa Fe Citizens Show the
whooping cough. Mr. Lane, of Hart-lan- When
Certain Way Out.
Chamberlain's
recommended
Cough Remedy, and said it gave his
customers the best ot satisfaction. W
There can be no Just reason why
found it as he Bald, and can recom- any reader of this will continue to
mend it to anyone having children suffer the tortures of an aching back,
habitations.
permanent
troubled with whooping cough," says the annoyance of urinary disorders,
tablishing
Mrs. A. Goss, of Durand, Mich. For the daneers of diabetes ot any kidney
Hence, the early farmers were better
homebullders than the hunters or the
sale by all druggists.
ills when relief is so near at hand
herdsmen. When the construction of
and the most positive proof given that
Read
what
cured.
extensive systems of Irrigation was
they can be
Santa Fe citizen Bays:
necessary to successful fanning, an
resiadded incentive to continuous
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto street, Santa
farther
with
opporwas
dence
given,
Fe. N. M.. says: "I derived benefit
tunities for architectural developfrom Doan's Kidney Pills which gives
THE
me just cause to vouch for their era CRADLE
FE ment in advance of the upbuilding of
'Ml y
NEARJANTA
an extensive commerce, it was among
ciency. At intervals for three years
region.
I was more or less troubled by pains
the farmers of a semi-ariin my back, and seeing Doan's Kid
Peru, Mexico, Egypt and the Valley
for Theory of Parallel Develop- of the Euphrates are well known ilney Pills hiehlv recommended
this complaint, I procured a box at
ment Accepted by Most lustrations of the early development
ot noble architecture in ancient times,
Stripling & Burrow's drug store. At
Scientists.
ter using them as directed a short
iu semi-aricountries. The architectime I was relieved.
tural monuments of the American
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
No doubt the original homes of Southwest are In no way worthy of
They
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milburman were in natural caves comparison with any of these; but in
New York, sole agents for the United primitive
For all Coughs and Colds,
alone is it possible to
Then, the Southwest
and recesses in the rocks.
States.
Diarrhoea, both in children and
view
successive
the
stages of developRemember the name Doan's and when the inci easing numbers of the ment from the
lowest to a relaadults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
very
luman family made necessary the
take no other.
Stomach Complaints.
high
plane.
tively
it
construction of artificial abodes,
There is no more efficient
The father of all architects was he
that these
la an admitted tact that real es-- was almost inevitable
It
Liniment and Medicated Oil
who first discovered that he could
found
modeled
those
be
all
should
after
merchants
men
and
financial
tate,
than the INTERNATIONAL.
that quickest and best results are in nature. Accordingly, the efforts of build a wall by piling one stone upon
i say
obtained by advertising in tne Mew the first homebullders were in the another until the required height wase
reached. That marked the introduc-merMexican.
way of excavating artificial caves
Hon
of a new idea into the human
holes in the ground, or in soft!
1 E LIThese remedies can be found'J
A book on Rheumatism, and a trial rock strata into which Paleolithic man cranium and each new Idea was a
treatment of Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic could dig and burrow with the cru ie rung in the ladder of progress by
For Sale by all Druggists and
Thla means of which mankind has climbed
Remedy liquid or Tablets is being stone tools at his command.
Dealers in Medicine
sent free to sufferers by. Dr. Shoop, was really the beginning of archlec- - from the pit of barbarism to the lofty
The intro
of Racine, Wis. You that are well, ture: for. though many beasts did pinnacle of civilization.
get the book for some discouraged, quite as well, or perhaps better yet duction of mortar, the Invention of
Do a simple the beasts labored
disheartened sufferer!
only with the teeth the column and the discovery of the
Compounded Solely, By
act of humanity! Point out this way and claws that nature gave tnein, arcn mese lonowea mevuauiy, even
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
to quick and certain relief! Surprise while the excavators of artificial If slowly, from the beginning of ma
some sufferer, by first getting from caves in
yielding rock made use of sonry; but the building of the first
OF NEW MEXICO.
me the booklet and the test. He will
wall by the piling of stone upon stone
tools composed of harder rock.
was
an epochal innovation of more
appreciate your aid. Sold by StripCentral
New Mexico
It is now recognized by archaeolo
ling Burrows Co.
Importance than all later
gists that what is known as the devices
put
together.
MexNew
Pueblo region of Arizona,
No doubt necessity,
the prolific
te
ico, and portions of Utah and Colo
mother
of Invention supplied the in- rado is worthy of the most careful
and painstaking investigation, for the spiration of the first wall builder. In
reason that the prehistoric remains numerous places throughout the
found seem capable of casting 6'n once occupied by the prehistoric
more light upon the gestation of cul- - c"ff dwellers may be seen ancient
ture than Blmilar remains found in all caveate dwellings from which the
The
the rest of the world put together. ' i'ont walls has fallen away.
crumbling of the cliffs must, at
Just as the fossils found in Jurassic
and Triassic rock strata make it pos- -' timess, have brought the same result
sible to reconstruct with tolerable ' to Pass when the cliff dwellings were
certainty the fauna and flora of past occupied. When that happened, the
householder found himself under the
geologic epochs, so does the study of
necessity of moving out and digging
make
the relics of prehistoric peoples
it possible to reconstruct primitive R new hole in the c,lff' or else ot
The idea of "parallel devel- - inS repairs. The only practical way
making repairs was to build a stone
opment" is now almost universally of
Pce of the living rock that
In this convenient phrase waI1
accepted.
ha"
crumbled
away,
not
is summed the fact that, where
interfered with by outside influences,' The success of the first wall builder
d
the most
peoples inevitably begot imitation, and it was
oniy a snore time until tne
must
or
have passed through,
pass
idea of the artificial wall was applied
of
(
same
the
If you are interested in a 5 passenger touring car or a 3, passstages
precisely
through,
in other ways. Perhaps some one
culture; and that in the same stages
enger Roadster, do not buy a car until you have inspected our
who had excavated a large cave
Indus
same
the
of
and
arts
culture
;909 Models. The wonderful performances of this car over New
found
jt easier to subdivide it by
tries will be developed, the same sort
Mexican roads should remove all doubt as to which car you should
a masonry partition than to
building
of
ot dwellings built, the same kind
dl& a new cave tor the accommoda- buy. Santa Fe to Las Vegas 4 hours, 40 minutes, carrying three
and
and
utensils
used,
tools, weapons
much the same moral, mental and re tion of a lazy or improvident
passengers and 200 pounds luggage.
Then it may be that some one
miles
52
on
mountain
roads
Los Cerrillos and return over
high
ligious aspirations experienced sub knew of
a tempting and convenient
modifications
such
to
of
course,
ject,
gear, 2 hours and 3 minutes.
location
a home on a roomy ledge
for
and variations as are necessitated by
Climbing Fort Marcy and Tesuque Hill on high gear.
a Deetiing cliff, and con
Dy
overnung
surdifferent physical and climatic
ceived tne idea of providing side walls

10
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respec-

tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in numbers.

VE SCHOOLS '
1

'

re-the-

mak-societ-

widely-separate-

For Demos tration

EARL MAYS,
Palace Ave.
Santa Fe, N. M.
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COLLEG E

NEW M EXICO
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A
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.

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

11 College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical

Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul-

C'vil

and

Electrical

ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

HOT SPIUflGS.

These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
miles west has been thoroughly tested by the
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to in the
of Taos, and fifty miles north ot Santa following diseases:
Paralysis, Rheuo
Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia Malaria, Brlghfs
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
dally line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathfrom, 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day;: $15 per week; $60
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
.year round. There la now a commod- upon request.
This resort is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers tor Ojo Caliente
from consumption,, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. in, and
omtagious diseases, are not accepted, reach Ojo Caliente. at 6 p. m., the
fhese water contain 1.626.24 wains same day. For farther particulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon,
being address;
Bar-anc-
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JOfn, PrbfTMor.
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Wells Fargo 6 Company
Express
General Express

g

Then

Parts of tk World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
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to the four.walled
dcned
and lm
Rn
standing upon its
own feet as
may appear t
us to be a natural, easy and inevitable
gradation. To those who witnessed
the first experiments, it must have
appeared a hazardous leap in the
dark, and there were doubtless many
predlction8 that the first wjnd
scatter the unsupported walls all over
tha landscape. In some localities, as

'tering cliffs, for no discoverable

FINE RI6S. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

HAS. CLOSS0GU.

shel- rea- -

In the development of architecture, son other than the
wholly suppositl- everything depended upon the nature tlous one that they feared that their
of the country.
The tribes that houses would not stand alone. When
sought level plains as a place of resi-- the cliff dwellers discovered that their
dence, and that traveled from place
houses would stand alone,
to place In pursuit of game of migra- - they were
ready to leave the gloom of
tory habits, neverbecame builders, in the cliffs and to live in the open. But
the proper acceptance of the term, the love of
locality had been well de- As soon as they learned to construct veloped in
them, so that their ma- rude but portable tepees of bark or sonry structures were
generally built
the skins of animals, they had at in the immediate neighborhood
of
tained the utmost limit of architect meir 01a cave homes, which had
'
tural development consistent with doubtless served their ancestors Air
their manner of life. Those who con- - many generations.
'
fined their place of residence to a
To the writer, who has done a
region, but who still tie tramping among the prehistoric
moved with considerable
frequency ruins of the SouthweBt. this seems to
did a little better. Fairly typical of be an unwarranted reflection
upon the.
mese are tne wavajos, Dunaing meir intelligence of the men of the cliffs,
homes, or hogans, of the trunks .and Most of the great masonry ruins in the
limbs of trees, and covering this rude region of the cliff dwellings are
with earth. This, we cated upon the mesas, in places as
may suspect, Is only a modification of easily auBceptible of defense as the
the idea of the" cave, necessitated by cliffs themselves. That their builders
migration into a country where nat- - placed them, upon the high mesas,
ural. caves did not exist and where rather than in the valleys, where their
natural conditions were not suited to tillable land and their water supply
the excavation of artificial caves; In- - were found, splely for defeneive
the Navajo is quite ca- posed, hardly admits of question,
pable of the construction of much bet- - These ancient communities upon the
ter homes than the members of that mesas undoubtedly supplied the
tribe have ever occupied.' Prob- els for the construction of the
the evolution of the hogan Into a munal towns ot the present-da!':'.,
type of dwelling was arrested
ty. the immemorial custom ot ahand-(Continued ofTPaga Six.)
d

-
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Blanket!,' Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
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Aryans related to their
children in the heart of Asia uncounted centuries ago. So it happens,
also, that when we study the origin
and development of any art or Indus
ry among the primitive peoples of
the Southwest, we are gaining a
knowledge of how the same activities
were evolved by our own forbears ln tfae
MejJa
when they, too, were in the Stone

that the

at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

'f vi vuq uauu mauo dluuc nail as
thoroughly understood, that step to
the utilization of a
roof,
floor and rear wall was easily within
the capacity of some Christonher
. .
w

four-walle-

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

0J0 CALIEJJTE

roundings
This is the reason why the myths,
traditions and folklore tales of peoples, widely separated and totally unrelated, often exhibit such startling
analogies. This used to be consid- ered evidence of the common origin
of the human family ; and the strange
parallels in the be iefs. superst t on
and mythologies of antipodal tribes.
were used as arguments to prove a
common ancestry. It is now accepted
as merely confirmatory of the reason- able theory that in the same stage of
development and under the same con- ditions, men are likely to think much
the same though s. So it happens
that the Hottentot and the Papuan
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Commercial.
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niPQ for college or for business lite. Great
amount of open air work. Ilealthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful
Pocos Valley the garden
West
the
of
at an elevation of 3,700
spot
feet above sea level, suoshlne every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during soskIod.
Eleven Offlcers.and Instructors, all graduates from statd&rd eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern Ip all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Caboon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A
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"The West Point of the Southwest"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
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Through Academic course, preparing young
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TAX THE PULLMAN CARS.
Councilman Upton at the last legislative session introduced a bill for the
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLI8HTRS.
equitable taxation of Pullman cars in
New Mexico. The bill was promptly
FRANK P. 8TURGE8,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
squelched by the same combination
Editor and President.
r.
Secretary-Treasurekilled local option, revision of the
that
K.
JOHN
STAUFFER,
laws, new counties and other beneEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Poatofflce.
ficial measures. In Colorado, some13.75 thing like $15,000 in taxes are derived
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six montns, by mail
from the Pullman Company, but de.20
I
Dally, per week, by carrier
t.00
per
Weekly,
year
spite this sum, so much larger than
75
Dally, per montk, by carrier
six
months
which New Mexico receives, the
that
1.00;
Weekly,
65
month, by mail
flally,
Centennial
State is arousing itself to
.76
...
7.00
mail
Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by
the fact that the company, which
gouges the traveler at every opportuOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
nity, is not paying its1 just proportion
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico. It is sent to of taxes. Says the Pueblo Chieftain:
"For
it has been notorious
Try poBtofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation that the years
Pullman
Palace Car Company
of
Southwest.
the
and
progressive people
tiong the intelligent
has not been paying anything like a
just or equitable tax upon the property
UNIQN
which it owns in the State of Colorado; the basis of its valuation fqr
"
"""
taxation in this state is $110 per mile
and
some
the
weeks
TAFT.
only way the on about 260 miles, or a total valuatioji
ago
BEVERIDGE
SENATOR
AND,
I Of course, Senator Beveridge Aid not cattle are kept alive in soipe sections of $285,000, while the company has in
make much of a -- hit with President, is , by scattering tons .of, jock salt out fact fully one hundred Pullman cars l&
iTaft in his speech this week in which I on: the range; after consuming which 'Colorado,' bf the value' of about $20,- and ;ooo per car, or a total value of two
cthe Indiana statesman made a plea for the. cattle will
other range growth they would not million dollars, and should pay on at
reductions in tne iann aim suns"'
.least a valuation of from eight hun-quote Taft in support of his theories otherwise touch.
to one million dollars,
The Indiana statesman has the un"Not only weak cows and young dred thousand
'
happy faculty of gathering a number stock are dying, but even the big Its total taxes in Colorado are less
of isolated and incongruous facts and steers.. At one watering place east of than $15,000, when in justice to every
building thereon his airy castles and Carlsbad there "were counted 1000 other taxpayer in the state, it should,
fortifying his prejudices. Ever since dead cattle. All over the ranges there be compelled to pay from forty to fifty
he "Beverldged" New Mexico, has this are hundreds of good animals down thousand dollars,
j
"Tlie Rio Grande Railroad, for in- trait of his been noticeable to the pub that can never get up.
lic. His superficiality is vainly sought
stance,
pays on a valuation of $9,000
of
after
number
a
"In West Texas,
to be drowned in a flood of words and
mlle
er
and other railroads in like
rain years, there has been a ten- an nntiarentlv scholarly diction, but good
i
dencv to overstock, which makes the
yei wis company, wnicn
he deceives no one but himself. Even situation much worse. In the
cars practically without
its
operates
sheep
his constituents have learned that "to business the same tale is told. "
and expense to itself, receives from
the railroads two cents per mile for
Beveridge," means to skim over the
"Such experiences will go far to
surface of things and to pass judgment
every mile they are hauled on the
The hasten the day when the old system
without thorough information.
roads, and the public pays
respective
tDenver Republican has sized up this of cattle raising will be abandoned. the salaries of the porters upon its
fclass of three by four statesmen when Most of the important cattlemen of trains through the infamous
tipping
the Southwest have during the past system.
it says:
to
water
take
few years developed
; "Corntossel statesmen, like Senators
"The Wells-FargExpress Company
LaFollette of Wisconsin and Bristow care of the needs of their stock, but pays
as much taxes in Coloef Kansas, are hardly the men to turn this does not solve the range problem. rado as the Pullman Company, though
the current of public sympathy away A prolonged drouth means fearful the Wells-FargCompany owns no
from President Taft and gather about loss. Yet experience under just such cars or roundhouses or railroad equipthemselves a strong following in op- conditions has shown that good farm ment of any kind.
of crops, especially forage
crops and
"It
be well for the State Board
position to the traditional position
raised of might
be
can
tariff
the
successfully
on
roughage,
the Republican party
Equalization to examine Into the
now
even under exactly the conditions
valuation on which the Pullman taxes
luestion.
of are
"Although elected as Republicans prevailing, provided the principle
assessed, in. the Middle Western
free-tradscientific soil culture be persistently
states, and that board might then get
they have dragged certain
notions Into the discussion of the tariff applied.
some adequate basis on .which to com
"The next move of the big cattle- - pel the Pullman (Inmnanv n
in' the Senate, and now they are tryothmen will no doubt be to Mexico where share of taxes in the
ing to discredit the President and
State of Colo-theris still much open range left. But rado."
ers who favor a rational revision. They
are essentially Populists in their that can only afford temporary relief
views of all public questions, and as at best. The final solution will come
Uncle Sam
keeverystrict tab on
for LaFollette, he would have greatly when ranges are turned into farms the National Guard in the States and
the
in
Mr.
some
is
kind
and
raised
food stuff of
Bryan
j Territories,
now that he contributes
preferred to support
late presidential campaign, and doubt- in the Southwest in sufficient abund- - materially to its support For that
less he would have done so if he had ance to put livestock in marketable reason, the old, slouchy days in many
not been afraid it would cost him the condition right at home, leaving noth- - of the States and Territories as far as
ing more than the final fattening and the militia is concerned are over. The
approval of the people of Wisconsin.
demands made upon members of the
"These two senators are clamoring finishing to be donejn the North.
for what they call a radical downward
"The losses in the stock business National Guard companies and troops
revision, and they are aa indifferent to this spring are going to hit the South- - are much stricter than heretofore, but
"the consequences of such legislation west very hard. The sale of stock is tney are also wholesome and need not
as yiey are ignorant of what the ef- one of the Dricinal channels for the be a burden if met In the right fmirit.
fect would really be. They have found influx of outside capital, and there Jt ,s to be regretted that in the past,
that a demand for radical downward will be less monev from this source
mexicos national uuard as a
revision meets with favor among some to invest and spend this year than whole did not stand very high In the
eyes of the Department of War and
of their constituents, and that is as there has been for a long time."
army officers, although here and there,
far as they see any occasion to ina company or two, or a few Individual
own
their
to
Determined
please
quire.
As long as the Presbyterian General members of ,the Guard, made records
people, they prolong the debate in the
that were tantalizing enough in showSenate while the business Interests of Assembly confined Itself to deploring
h.unt-.;in- g
what couid De done if the proper
the country are compelled to wait for the slaughter of wild animals.by
no
one
era,
tne
were made. However, a new
country
efforts
oojecieoanu
work.
its
with
Congress to get through
What the obstruction of thes,e, corntossel applauded. When, however, one of the- regime has been Inaugurated and
senators is .costing the country speakers in the assembly made an on- While funds are short for the present,
Roosevelt yet, in time, New Mexico's National
could --foe ascertained only by esti- slaught upon
for
wild
the
shooting
animals,
assembly Guard will demonstrate the justice
mating the injury to innumerable bus was
him
and
de - of New Mexico's claim to patriotism
the
against
country
iness and industrial interests in every
such
an
attack upon any and devotion to duty.
section because of the delay In dispos predated
individual, especially since that ining of the whole tariff question,
dividual was not present to defend himCyclones and tornadoes have cre'President Taft has been consistent
self. Mistakes, akin to that enemy ated havoc in the South at regular infrom the beginning, and nothing the
of the
have been made tervals this winter and spring. The
opposition senators may say will make even
in
when
Santa
individuals or average Southerner must sleep as
Fe,
de
He
otherwise.
the people believe
zealous to remedy civic easy as the proverbial head that wears
clared for revision of the tariff long
before the presidential nominations abuses received the applause of well- - the crown for he never knows when a
were made last year; yet he has never meaning citizens, but the moment that tornado or a cyclone is at hand to waft
favored a radical, wholesale reduction they turned to attack individuals and him to the kingdom come or when one
which would ignore all business inter- invade the prerogatives of the courts of the many small or big rivers Is disests. In any event, not the President, by prejudging officials who were not posed to step out of its banks and
but Congress is primarily responsible present to defend themselves, public Bweep him into the ocean. There is
for whatever revision may be made, sentiment turned against them and more than one compensation for liv- President Taft has expressed clearly they split the town wide open, so that ing in Santa Fe, and among these is
his views on the subject. But he Is even today it is Impossible for Its the fact that neither wind, nor earthnot usurping any legislative preroga business Interests to get together. quake nor flood ever demanded any huThere is a wide difference between man life in this town.
tives, and he. is not participating in the
attacking abuses and trying individuSenate debate.
als for such abuses. A very liberal
Uncle Sam Is determined to njake
"The fact that the demand for and
must be ob more out of his coal; lands than hereyet
procedure
rigid
sweeping reductions under the guise served in the latter case and if the tofore. Whether the" raising of the
of revision of the tariff comes from defendant is not
given a square deal price, which Is lo be determined by
men like Senator LaFollette and othbefore
and
that
constituted the amount of coal underlying each
properly
ers of little experience in such mat
sense of justice acre, at the rate of one to three cents
the
inherent
authority,
ters, shows that, the work of revision of Americans will assert Itself and the a ton, will retard the development of
should be intrusted not to them but to
defendant, no matter how guilty, is Western coal fields Is problematical,
men of experience and ability who, made
a martyr by at least part of the tor often one needs but increase the
having participated in much tariff leg community, while his prosecutors and price of a desirable object In order to
islation, have a clearer idea in regard Judges are detested.
sell it. With coal lands at $300 an
tn the adjustment which may be
acre,
they might be gobbled up much
needed to adapt the present tariff to
ulcker than at 20- - K would Drob-estr- y
forThe
of
relation
and
irrigation
the business needs of the country."
is so close, that the Irrigation ably Prove a ood flCneme t0 follow
it
Commission of the Senate, which will wlta otner Western resources to
FEEDING STOCK.
cure
their
development.
the West this fall to examine
-Although general conditions on the the Reclamation projects, should ex- n
stock range in New Mexico, have tend Its inquiries to the admlnistra- - In Las Vegas, police and peace
few
the
are
in
flcers
the
past
considerably
diligent
arresting
of
the National Forests. The
brightened
d
days and sheenmen especially win
of questions which will be man no&s who expectorate on
antihad
do
the
not
of
and
than
peace
better
justices
walks,
much
they
fare
by the Senatorial committee
cipated, while cattlemen are receiv- and which was published in the New hesitate to impose fines that teach
ing better prices for their lean stuff
yesterday, should be extend- - ter manners. In Santa Fe there has
well
for
in
to gain some first hand in- - been no conviction for a number of
so
as
did
former
ed
years
;"' than they
words
on the opinions held in the years for this filthy offense against
the
formation
following
yet,
stock,
kept
are
on
applic- West
the present administration public decency and public health, but it
from the El Paso Herald
of
contention
Reserves. There is no wouldn't be too late to commence
of
Forest
the
the
able and emphasize
that many enlighfieiMng and morrow. The lesson would prove such
the New Mexican that soon new methcatanswers would be received, a wholesome one ana tne revenue aeDointed
and
ods must be adopted in sheep
rived would be so welcome, that the
tle growing in the Southwest, methods that would prove valuable in formu- Las
Vegas plan of arresting and Anof which winter feeding must form the lating future legislation.
on
the
who
man
expectorates
Ing the
basis. Save the Herald::
for old sidewalk should be Imitated here.
of
a
The
pension
business
securing
cattle
the
in
i "Conditions
at White Oaks,
are the worst known for 20 years. The Boatswain Crowley effort
With bamboo forests in the Southin Congress,
of
after
four
years
has
long drouth In the Southwest
west
and thickets of spineless cactus
DelIs another instance to prove that
caused the death of thousands of head
on
the
Is
man
a
plains, New Mexico will bear
Andrews
to
Congress
that are still liring are In egate
to art African wilderness
resemblance
A who does things and that he ie the
t " t!:nost unmarketable condition.
but lions and tigers and
needs
which
Mexico
New
very best representative
per cent between range and could
to wmujiww
in
time
mppopoiami
the
have
present
at
' rr ported in gom tfiipmenis,
,
Vice-Preside-
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- The
predictions that the wheat crop
will be short are not reassuring, but
should be an incentive to New Mexico
to put more ground under cultivation
and to raise more wheat. At the
prices which have prevailed of late,
wheat will prove a very profitable
crop. It has been demonstrated that
New Mexico can raise extra fine
wheat and that such valleys as the
Taos, the Santa Fe, the upper Rio
Grande and even some of the dry
farming regions can not be beat for
yields to the acre.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

Attorney-at-Law-
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SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED
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'
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Washington.
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PROFITS-$75,00-

0

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral secarity? Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for itscustomeM. Buys1 ar d sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfer of mbney jo all parts' of the civilized world on as
liberalterms as aregivenbj any money transacting agency
public or private. ; ; Interest allowed on' time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes al1 orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

-

.

General

Surveyor

and

U.

'

Las Cruces

Land

S.

"

the.

New Mexico

E. C. ABBOTT,

PALACE HOTEL

Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Supreme Co arts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

of the Best Hotel

One

RENEHAN & DAVIES.
A. B. Renehan,
E. P. Davles,

'

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a

the West

in

Cuisine and
Table Service

L)rge Sample

Unex

mercial Travelers

Attorneys-at-La-

Room for Com- - ,(,

celled

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE.

Office in Catron Block. .
New Mexico
; -

specialty.

Santa Fe

it

W'LUAM VAUGHN PROP,

.

AMERICAN AND

CHARLES F. EASLEY,

EUROPEAN PLAN.

;

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
;

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,

i

j..Practic
v

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

in the District Conrta as
well as before the Supreme Court of

the Territory.

Las 'Cruces

New Mexico

H. M. DOUGHERTY,

Postal Telegraph Office

Attorney-at-Law- ..

;

'Practices in the 'Supreme and

Dis-

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

WILLIAM McKEAN,

....
...

i

Attorney-at-Law-

i

.

Mining and Land Law.

T:aos

?

a Good One,

New Mexico

C. W. G. WARD,

PBES8' THE

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties. '
Las Vegas
New Mexico

v

FIRST CLASS CAFE.
IN CONNECTIONS

BUTTON WB DO THE REST,

H

feuns on the European Plan

M. C. MECHEM,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Tucumcari

Commodious Sample I(oiim

Long Distance Telephone Station.

trict- Courts of the Territory. Office:
Socorro
New Mexico

New Mexico

I"! CORONADO

' NORTHCUTT A ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberta,

Jesse

Attorneys-at-Law-

'

.

HOTEL

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trlnl'
dad, Colorado.

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

Q. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counselloat-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
:

GEORGE

cf.

I

JShort Order & Spanish
- Dishes
Speciality

BARBEK,

RATES 50c. Up.

'' AMERICAN PLAN
EUROPEAN PLAN BOO AND 76o
.
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK

$1,60

THE HOTEL NORMAND1E

CATRON & GORTNER,
Attorneys and Counsellora-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

I

J. W. PRESTON. Proprietor.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER Aft
.

LADIES' DINING ROOM
'

f

SANTA'

H. R. PUTNAM,
U. 8. Court Commissioner and
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.

F, H. M.

SUPPLIES

yigss
bots

ccS-tSlz-

r

x

'TarxTja

K0D1KS & PHOTO

Correspondents asking Information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
New Mexico
Texico
,

A

-

ART PICTURES

ii mrae

Wo Make a
DEVELOPING' PRINTING
AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
v
Mail orders given prompt attention,
end for Catalogue

W. A. FLEMING JONE8,
Bonds and Investments.
for the Third
i TT. S. Commissioner
Judicial District of New Mexico,
New Mexico
Cruces
Eastern and local bank references.
.

HCWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY, MO 8. Broadway, La Angela.

lis

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.
'
Secretary and Treasurer of New
Mexico School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro .

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Bathi.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Attorney and Couneellor-at-La.Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Nevr Mexico
Lincoln County

;

J

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

side-aske-

,

A, H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

.

Offices.

se-vis-

of-tio-

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

s'ice President.

New Mexico

Attorney-at-Law-

Established

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.

,

.

in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President.
h. A. HUGHES,

EDWARD C. WADE,

j

;

The'oldest banking institution in New Mexico.

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

Santa Fe

First National Bank
OP SANTA FE.

Cards

Profesionais

:

:

Tfie

The Territorial officials are right in
nipping land swindling schemes in the
bud. The theory that a man brought
to New Mexico to be bilked and swind
led will remain here to develop the
actual resources of the Territory is
too absurd to discuss. Each victim
becomes a virulent knocker, not only
against the scheme that robbed him
but against all New Mexico. Rather
no immigration at all than immigration brought here by misrepresenta'
.:
i;
tion.

e

I
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able rates for the summer.

CENTRAL LOCATION. Newly Re-fi- ll
novated. Rooms Single or en Suite:
running water; free bath. Reason- BRAVENDER & DITZ, 6th. & Spring Sts,
Los Angeles. Cal.

.

:

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON

Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases; without drugs or medicines.
No: charge' for consultation. Office:
No; 108 Palace arenas. Hour: 9 to
11 ft, bl, and I to t p. m. 'Phone 166V

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER

fork

PAIKT1KG

ATTRACTIVE SIGHS

ft

REPAIB1X3

,

ALL

MDU

STILES

110 Guadalupe

St

II
'

;
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G FRANKLIN FLICK

Capital Stock

i

$50,000.
UNITED STATES

i
j

BANK AND

TRUST

CO.

Vi

11

MPNT IflND

afPPDQnrJAI

W S DAVIS Cashier.

Phillip Dodd, a ranchman from the
Pecos, is in town today. He is quartered at the Claire.
D. R. Hall, a Denver traveling man,
in in town selling a line of dry goods.
He is stopping at the Claire.
Ventura Anaya, a stockralser from
Gallsteo, is a visitor in town today.
He Is stopping at the Normandle.
Frank J. Burke, a Denver traveling
man, is in town visiting local merchants. He is stopping at the Palace.
City Marshal Nicolas Sena left this
morning for Las Vegas to take
Alire to the Asylum for the
Insane.
Henry Bennet, Jr., a traveling man
of Topeka, is among the traveling men
in town today. He is quartered at the

..:
Palace.
Elias Clark, merchant of Alcalde,'
Rio Arriba county, was an. arrival in
Santa Fe last night He is a guest at
the Claire. Last night he was initiated
into the order of Elks.
Franklin Flick, president of the
.IT. S. Bank and Trust Company, re-- ,
turned last night from a flying trip to
.

OF MILLINERY

ALSO NECKWEAR
MISS

.Ji.

8.

N.

FLICK

LAUGHLIN

A. J. GREEN
J. B. LAMY

W.S.DAVIS
R. H. HANNA.

We Can Furnish Your House in
Do rf
I UK

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS
RUSSELS AND
AXMINSTER
CARPETS

RUGS AND

TAPESTRIES,

Of-

-

DAVENPORTS OF LATEST MAKE
"

FURNITURE.

AND REPAIR

WE FRAME PICTURES

II)

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phone
No. 10

;

'

Full

Phone

Phone No 83.

T.Ho. 10

The Man--

The Colorado Rational Life Assurance

Company

J

We bought low and are willing to
give our customers the benefit

Who Looks Ahead

CI

Is the fellow who protects
his savings with a good Fire
Insurance policy. He feels
secure when his buildings
are curling up in smoke.

!

ALSO

A

NEW

C A R
op

FURN ITU

R E

JUST IN

FOLLOW HIM
It will pay YOU to protect your property in like
manner. A policy in a good
company is what you want.

WK CAN 8AVK YOU MONEY"

All kinds of the latest in
Hall Trees

Chiffoniers,
Dressers,
Sideboards,
China Closets,
Rockers Chairs,
&, Tables

WHEN Y01R H0USE IS ON FIRE
It is toohteto repair leaky Hose
Try Our 5 & 7 Ply Now

f

our Line of
Hose, Hose
KurnlnlilniS etc.
Soo

WATER!

All Kinds of Oar-de- n
ImDleim'iita.
"

Iron and Wire
Fencing, the bext
In the Market.

Tr r

r- -

s!

EVEN THEN KEEP COOL

Everything in
:bsL-fmjf-

.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

Mai! Order Solicited.

j

ARTSQUARES

Ask us.
Colorado.
C. E. Llnney, section director of the
GEO. M. KIN SELL
weather bureau, returned to Santa Fe
294 San Francisco St
official
an
last night after
trip north,
which lasted three weeks.
S. Roibal, sheriff of Rio Arriba county, arrived last night from Chamita,
accompained by his wife. He is quartered at the Normandle.
Philadelphia 5; Cincinnati 2.'
C. B. Perkins, Albuquerque represenNew York 8; St. Louis 2.
tative of an eastern correspondence
American League.
school, is in town today on business.
Washington
3; Detroit 1.
He is a guest at the Normandle.
St. Louis 5; Boston 0.
Dr. T. A. McCarthy, of the U. S.
Philadelphia 7; Cleveland 0.
Buerau of Animal Industry, has reWestern League.
turned from an official trip to Taos
Omaha 6; Pueblo 5.
'and other Northern New Mexico
Des Moines 8; Denver 1.
points.
Pacific Coast League.
Jan Van Houten, general manager
Sacramento 3; Vernon 0.
of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain, &
Los Angeles 5; Oakland 0.
Pacific Railway spent yesterday at
San Francisco 4; Portland 3.
Las Vegas and returned to Raton in
American Association.
the evening.
Columbus 4; Louisville 6.
Toledo 4; Indianapolis 9.
Assistant Superintendent Acaslo A.
Kansas City 4; St. Paul 5.
Gallegos, is reported to be rallying
from a severe operation for appendicitis and which for a time left him in a
USE ALLEN FOOT EASE
critical condition. ,
Miss Flo Moore is ill with tonsilitis
at the home of Mrs. S. B. Grimshaw. ' A powder to be shaken into the
shoes. If you have tired, aching feet,
J. W. Eagan, a traveling man from
It rests the feet
try Allen.'s Foot-Ease- .
Quincy, Illinois, is in town calling' oh and makes new or
shoes easy.
tight
the irade. He is a guest, at the Pal
Cures aching," swollen, hot, sweating
.
:'
ace, y.
feet. Relieves corns and bunions of
"Charles E. Llnney," section direct- all
pain and" gives rest and comfort.
or of the U. S. weather bureau at
Try
Santa Fe, has gone to Harvey's upper and it today. Sold by all Druggists
Shoe
25c. Don't accept any
ranch, where he will make observa substitute. Stores, FREE
For
trial package,
tions with a view to establishing a also
FOOT-EASFree
of
the
Sample
station there. It is believed that it
CORN-PAD- ,
new invena
will prove advantageous to have a Sanitary
address
S.
Allen
Le
tion,
Olmsted,
record of climatic conditions at that 4
Roy,. N. Y.
altitude." Las Vegas Optic.

DIRECTORS
G. FRANKLIN

MUGLER.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
Dont fail to see our barga;rjsin

G-- h

YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.

A

AT

80UTHEAST CORNER PLAZA

,

DKPOSIT-you- r
money with tlje bank that takes
at all times. We want your
customers
care of Its
recelv.6
business with the assurance thC you will
slness Blnce pec
of our
, fair treatment. The growth
rome in to see us, we
emDcr teuo iw " otnrv
are at your service,

FINES

Assortment

CrI-sant-

SANTA FE, N M.

PAGE FIVE.

Refrigerators & Freezers

eLi

E

Denver Colorado.

.

of the Southwest

BASEBALL.

BER6ERE, Manager for Mew Mexico

A.
anta Fe,

N. M.

'

v

OPERA

HOW THEY STAND.
National League.
Won. Lost. P. C.

Catron Block

21

Pittsburg
Chicago

NEW LACE CURTAINS

......

Philadelphia
Cincinnati ...

11
13
14
18
15
17
20
20

....22
...15

... .....17

... ......21

Detroit ...
Philadelphia

12
12
13
14
17
16
19
22

18

New York ... ...
Boston
Chicago ... ...
St. Louis ...
Cleveland ...

.....17
17
15
15
13

"9
Washington
Western League.

A. M. DETTELBACH,

Mgr.

Every Evening 7:30 and 8:45.
3:30 p. m.
Saturday Matinee
Moving Pictures,
Illustrated Songs,

.656"
.629
.517
.486
i
Only Licensed Films Shown
.483 Admission
10 and 20 cents
.433!
Matinee, Children 5 cents.
.429
7:30 and 8:30.
Evening Show
.355

14
New York ..." ..
13
Brooklyn ...
15
St. Louis ...
11
Boston
American League.
Won. Lost. P.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL ASSORT-MEN- T
OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MAKES EVER SHOWN AT

HOUSE

it

Wichita

Automobiles

LATEST
1909 Models

on Sale at

'

Alexander's Garage

Pueblo
Lincoln
WHERE

17
13
13

.636!
.600
.567
.548
.469
.484
.406
.290

H. S. KAUHE & CO.
THE LEADING

10
10
11
13
12
16
15

...
... ... ...14
... ... ...11

.... ... ...12
9
.. ."

... ... ...

7

PLAY
League.
Pittsburg at Boston.
Chicago at Brooklyn.
St. Louis at New York.
THEY

"RACKET"

Beautiful art pictures,

specially-price-

::

-:

d

35c

College Posters, Sweet Girl

Gra-

duate
Beautiful leather or aligator hand

50c

50c to $13.00
.
values
white
imported
Splendid
11.50 to $3 50
silk fans
50c
College photo holders
$2.00 up
Box flue writing piper
handSpecial graduating books,
$1.50 to $2.00
somely bound
Opera Glasses, as good as the best
$1.50 to $2.00 etc.
morroco case

Many Other Items Especially Appropriate.

.654
.565
.565
.560
.458
.500
;360
.318

9

HAVE YOU PLANNED WHAT TO
GIVE YOUR YOUNG FRIEND
D
THAT IS TO GRADUATE SOON
window for a
Take a peep
few s u g g e
in at the

baffs.....

C.

Won. Lost. P. C.
Des Moines
Topeka
Sioux City
Omaha
Denver ...i

GRADUATING TIME

COME eavrPalfet COME
SOLE AGENTS FOB

CHASE

& SANBORN'S

(THE

THE

Backe

COFFEES &TE AS

TODAY-Nation-

NEW MEXICO.

STORE

tore

.

Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
American League.
Boston at Detroit.
Cleveland at SL Louis.
Western League.
Pueblo at Omaha.
Denver at Des Moines.
Wichita at Lincoln.
Topeka at Sioux City.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Chicago 2; Brooklyn 0.

Every cup made from
Chase & Sanborn's
High Grade Coffee
is always the best, always j
the same. Those who
discriminate, find in Chase &
oanDorn's

Pittsburg
Representing the Mitchell, Mollne, Mclntyre and Zimmerman
Factories. These factories are noted for their excellent cars, who, Instead of building down to a cheap price car, build up to a machless
standard, as good a car as a man would care to own. The Mitchell
people have built ll,000,0QO worth of cars within the past few years,
and their current year's production will 'equal 18,000 cars.
The Mollne car occupies a position of high favor among automobile users. Models "K" and "M" for 1909, are two models of still
higher excellence than their satisfactory models of last season, and
have proven themselves the cars for anywhere.
High wheelers In solid rubber tires are represented by the Mclntyre and the Zimmerman cars. These cars can be furnished in 26
styles of commercial and passenger combinations from $250 up.
The people realize that the motor driven vehicles have proven
good" and is here to stay.. It is erroneous to suppose that only expert mechanical engineers can own and operate a motor driven car,
many ladles drive their cars.
At present quotations they are relatively cheaper th&n horses-che- aper
to maintain. In It's adoption you take ndthlng from the
horse except that part which can better and cheaper be done with the
motor vehicle. You drive the car yourself. Tou get the real seat of
motoring by handling the levers and steering the car yourself."' .
Free road demonstrations are given to interested parties any;tfm: ..
.

.

Catarrh

110

til

Franc loo

Cimt

,

:

Cant

::&n&

Ft,

N. M.

Boston

Mil

ESTATE'

per lb.

and the Republic of Mexico, besides the large number of
good propositions we have to offer in New Mexico. These
are SPECIAL BARGAINS; prices and terms right.
Sox raLrtlciilara Call en ex JLA&xmma
&
O C- -

WATSON

119

FRESH STRAWBERRIES
received three times a
Also

Hot (toil A

pp

EVERY MORNING

II. S.

HIE 5 GO.

Drink
Pabst

CO., Props.,

Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
;
a.

ItjIGNEO

constl- n .urn

COMPANY

UPPER SAN FRANCIS C3 STREET,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

PHONE
RED

189- -

week

curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials

Take Hall's Family Pills for

S0BETi BOPS

We have just completed arrange nen t3 to handle large
tracts of Agricultural, Grazing and Timber lands in Texas

from 25cts to 40cts
per lb.
from 40c ts to 80cts

free.

T7

quality

4.

Cannot Be Cured.

P. J. CHENEY ft

a

other.

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a
quack medicine. It was prescribed by
one of the best physicians In this
country for years and is a regular pre
scription. It is composed of the best
tonics known, combined with the best
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The pertot combination of the two Ingredients is what
produces such wonderful results In

-

O. W. ALEXANDER
. . . . .

9;

Coffee

mat is unequalled in any

'

IMRAICE

L

&

NAPOLEON Agts.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic
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flew tyxlco Central Railroad; Time Table.
NO

i

4 25 D m
5 08pm
5 49 pm

6:3pm
6

8 00

am
am

U 00

am

11 45

"

"

60.6
68.6

29pm
6 45 pm
7 09pm
32 pm
7 47 pm
8 20 pm
9 30pm
7 35 pm

Santa Fe
Kennedy
Stanley
Morlai ty
Molntoab

Lv.
"
"

0
81.8
40 8
52.4

"
"
Ar.
Ar,
"

1156
861
1.159

Progreso
Blanca
Torrance
Kansas City

Lv.
Lv.

6,367
8,2(4

218pm
1 39 pm
m
lo
12 68

pm

8,193

12 42

pm

6.C86
6,167
6,244
6,430

12 17

P

8.

"00

" 55

Local Freight Trains leave Santa Fe Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
Leaves Torrance Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday at 7.30 a. m
Passengers so desiring will be allowed to ride on these trains

7,30

P

.

" '"
p m

SANTA FE N,

am

Pacific

Miles From
Des Moines

4

a.m.

$44.35
DENVER, COLO.

$21.10
PUEBLO, COLO.

a. m.
a. m.

N: M.
Lv. Des Moines,
"
" Rumaldo.
I '
" Dedman
''
"
'
" Oapulln
Vigil
'
", Thompson
Cunningham
"
" Clifton House Junction

14
11
16
20

10 50 a. m.
11 06 a. m,
11 20 a. m
11 45 a, m.
18 20 p. m.
18 46 p.m.
1 80 p. m.
8 60 p.m.
14 16 p. m,
4 46
4 56 p.m.
16 50 p.m.
8 16 p, m,

8E

Arr.

tt
48
49

pm.

-

58.- --

68
68
77

-

baton
Lv.
" Clifton House Junction
" Preston
Koehler
" Koehler Jnot.
" Colfax
" Oerrososo
km

,.10 p.m.
7.23p.m.
7,46 p.m.

" Nash
" Harlan
" UtePark

88
89
94

Connect! with

Arr,
Lv.
'

"
"
"

Arr.

"

"

"
"
"
"

PITTSBURGH, PA.

11
11

40, a. m.

SEATTLE, WASH.,

06

1116
tlO 15
9 43

p,
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

60
68
69

"

No. 124

7
7
7

40
25
00

a' m.
a. m.

;:

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
N

with C. P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawion, N. M.,
$ Connect
:55 a. m.
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. 4 S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C
A 8. at Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., Is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
8eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
W. A. GORJHAN,
, J, DEDMAN.
J, van HOUTEN;

Superintendent
RATON,

Ores, and Gen Mgr
RATON. N.

N-i-

-

M- -

-

$55.90

a. m.

arriving in Dawion,

Gen- PassRATON,

$67.30

a.m.

M., 6:15 p. m.

V.

$52.45

p.m.

47

,"

train

7
18
28
20
88
41

Lv
"

N. M,
"

E. P. A 8. W. Ry.

CITY OP MEXICO
m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
m,
m,
m,
m
m.

5 80
5 15
4 55
4 85
4 26
8 65
8 80
2 65
2 80
12 25
12 06

0

Lv.
Lv.
"
"
"
"

SPRINGS,

$18.15

No 2
DAILY

49
46
88
88
29
84
18
7

.

oimarronn.m.

tV.

?

COLORADO

'

'

81
48

$16.35

M,les From
Um

STATIONS. I

Zl

ARCHITECTURAL

EVOLUTION.

Agent
N.

M.

will be on sale dally

TICKETS

June 1st. to Sept. 30th. Good for
return passage until October 31st.
1909.

Low Excursion rates ;to all parts
of United States Canada and Mexico,

via the SANTA FE.

SALT LAKE CITY
ROUND TRIP
FROM

Santa

1--

1--

1--

T--

Jfll W

ITVTTTV

MANUEL R. OTERO.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

(Continued From Page Three.)

1--

TO AND FROM

Palace.

ROSWELL.

Connection made with Automobile
John R. Gass, Albuquerque; J. W.
line at Torrance for Roswell- daily,
W.
Eagan, Quincy; Automobile leaves Torrance for
Bailey, Denver; J.
Frank J. Burke, Denver; HBnry Benat 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
nett, Jr., Topeka,
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves RosClaire.
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arB. Clarke, Alcalde; G. T. Casper,
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
City; Phillip Dodd, Pecos; D. R. Hall, fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Denver; G. W. Linger, Denver;; B. G. is $5.80 and between Torrance and
West, Chicago.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoNormandie.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
F. G. Carscallan, Mountainair.
,
manager, Automobile Line.

Indians. They were themselves
forts, as well as homes; pyramidal in
form, each story having perpendicular
walls without doors or windows, and
entered only by means of ladders that
could be drawn up to the roof. The
blank wall of masonry, manned on top
by determined warriors, was impregnable against the assaults of naked savages armed only with spears and bows
and arrows. That whole communities
should desert these impregnable forCoronado.
tified homes, exposing them and all
Mesilla
Roy Boot,
Park; J. M. Hunttheir contents to loot and destruction er, Albuquerque; C. B.
Perkins, AlbuFRATERNAL SOCIETIES
is a specimen of scientific guesswork querque; S. Roibal and
wife,
Chamita;
that might well be supplanted by a lit- Siegfried Kahn, iSan Pedro; O. H.
tle unscientific common sense. Aside
Walrath, Golden; B. yigil, Espanola;
MASONIC.
from this, the favorite method of wagGeorge W. Withrow, Embudo; Morton
ing war among savage nomads the J. Fox, Prescott, Arizona;
Venturo
Montezuma Lodge No.
world over has always been by sudden
W.
Anaya,
J.
Las
Galisteo;
Shaffer,
1, A. F. & A. M. Relikenot
is
It
attack.
and unexpected
Vegas.
communication
gular
ly that the foes against whom the
first
of each
Monday
mesa men had to contend gave them
If your Stomach, Heart or Kidnevs
month
at Masonio
notice in advance of their intention to are weak
try at least, a few doses
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
attack. If it was their habit to leave
only of Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In
J. A. MASSIE.
mesa
and
on
te
tops
their dwellings
five or ten days only, the result will
Worthy Master. ..
retire to the cliffs in time of war, the surprise you. A few cents will cov
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
first move of rival strategists would er the cost. And here is
why heln
naturally be to steal up at night and comes so quickly. Dr. Shoop doesn't
Santa Fe Chapter No, 1,
cut off their retreat to the cliff strong- drug the Stomach, nor stimulate
the
R. A. . M.
holds. If any one will inspect the ruin Heart or
Regular conDr.
Shoon's Res
Kidneys.
vocation second Monday of
ed "pueblos" of Atowi, Tsankwi and torative goes directly to the weak
Tshlrego, with the cliff ruins that line and failing nerves. Each organ has
the walls at no great distance, noth its own controlling nerve. When
Hall at 7:30 1. m.
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
ing but an unreasoning determination these nerves fall, the denendine or
to bolster up preconceived opinions gans must of
ARTHUR 8ELIGMAN, Secretary.
necessity falter. : Thls
can prevent the conclusion that here plain, yet vital truth,
aaaaaawaiaaw"
tells
whv
clearly
are represented two distinct stages In Dr. Shoop's Restorative is so univer
Santa Fe Commandery No.
the evolution of culture; and a reason- sally successful. Its success is
1. K. T. Regular conclave
ably close inspection of the tens of
to elve it uni
fourth Monday in each
everywhere
thousands of cliff dwellings will show versal preference. A test will surely
month at Masonic Hall at
the connecting links that led, almost tell. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
7:30 p. m.
imperceptibly, from the lower to the
H. F.
E. C.

Fe, N. M.

ji5f

higher.
NOTICE.
It is claimed by some investigators Department of Territorial Engineer.
First publication May 20, 1909.
that the aborigines never learned how
Last publication June 10, 1909.
to dress blocks of stone to suit their
Dates of Sale May 29, 30. 31. Return
Santa Fo, N. M.. May 14, 1909.
but that they selected
requirements,
limit 60 days from date of sale,
Notice is hereby given that on the
from the piles of detritus along the,
bases of the cliffs such rock frag- 10th day of May, 1909, in accordance
ments as met their wants. That men with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
of sufficient intelligence and ingenuity 1907, L. T. Hardy of Espanola, coun
homes in ty of Rio Arriba, Territory of New
to excavate many-roome- d
solid rock, to construct great pyra- Mexico, made application to. the Ter
midal buildings containing hundreds ritorial. Engineer of New Mexico for
of separate apartments, and to carve a permit to appropriate from the
N.
M,
Alamogordo
huge idola or fetishes in the forms of public waters of the " Territory of
men and beasts should lack the skill, New Mexico.
$13.40
Such appropriation is to be made
the wit or the means to cut rectangular
TO EL PASO
blocks of stone of any size or shape from Rio del Medio at points whence
and Return
they might desire is unthinkable the N. W. corner, T. 20 N., R. 10 E.,
True, the Moki Indians today depend bears N. 37 degrees, 50 minutes W,
$3.25
uDon small flagstones for their archi 175.12 Chns. By means of diversion
tectural
effects, and most of the exist and 40 cubic feet per second is to
EL PASO TO
conveyed to whence N. W. Cor,
ing Pueblo tribes prefer to use adobe be
ALAMOGORDO
rather than stone for building pur- T. 20 N R. 10 E. bears N. 34 de
41 minutes W. 142.50 Chns. By
and Return
poses; but the old town builders, who grees
succeeded the cliff dwellers (probably means of pipe line, etc., and there
Dates of Sale, June 6, 7,
their ancestors) were no such raw used for power, water being returned
amateurs. If one takes more than a to river at same point.
and 8 Return limit June
All persons who may oppose the
passing glance at the vast stone piles
of the above application
11th, 1909 '
for
granting
that once constituted Tsankiwi,
must file their objections, substantiof
thousands
find
will
he
example,
blocks of stone of identical size and ated by affidavits, (properly backed)
with the Territorial Engineer on or
CALIFORNIA
shape, all perfect rectangles, except- before
four weeks from date of last
elements
have
and
the
time
that
ing
hereof.
publication
the
rounded
worn away the edges and
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
corners. One will search long among
Territorial Engineer.
the piles of debris at the foot ot the
rock
a
find
to
fragment
single
cliffs
The Most Common Cause of Suffering.
of the size and shape of thousands in
LOS ANGELES
Rheumatism causes more pain and
this single ruin.
than any other disease, for
suffering
SAN DIEGO
Nowhere else in the world can these the reason that it is
the most common
successive stages in the natural de- of all ills, and it is
certainly
gratifying
studied
be
velopment of architecture
to sufferers to know that ChamberSouthwest.
In
as
the
so satisfactorily
lain's Pain Balm will afford relief, and
There are places in the Pajarlto Park make rest and sleep possible. In many
district, within easy reach from Santa- cases the relief from pain, which is at
SAN FRANCISCO
Fe and only a few miles from Bspano- first temporary, has become permala or Buckman station, on the Denver nent, while in old peoole subject to
and Rio Grande Railroad, where the chronic rheumatism, often brought on
cave, the
crude artificially-excavateby dampness or changes In the weathJune 1 & 2
first step in the evolution of building er, a permanent cure cannot be exJune 24 to July 10
represented by the front wall of ma- pected; the relief from pain which this
triliniment affords Is alon wrrth many
sonry,' and the final architectural
July 27 to Aug. 6
communal
in
dwelling
the great
umph
times Its cost. 25 and 50 cent sizes
Return limit Oct. 81. 1909
of stone (now in ruins it is true, but for Bale by all druggists. with many of the salient features still
Stop-over- s
Allowed
discernible,) may be seen within a
Notice For Publication.
radius of half a mile. Nor need one
(Homestead
Entry No. 7159.)
travel far to see the aboriginal apart- - Department of the Interior,
ment-hous- e
in much of its pristine
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Fe
glory excepting as to the materials
April 26, 1909
used. The communal dwellings of the
Notice Is hereby given that Luis
Pueblo Indians at Santa Clara, San Martinez, of Lamy, N Mex., who, on
FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION,
and San Ildefonso are built on August 4, 1903, made Homestead EnJuan
RATES FOR DIVERSE
ROUTES,
small scale, after the models of try No. 7159, for E 2 SW
a
W
etc., CALL ON OR ADDRESS
Tsankiwi and Otowi; but the fact that SE1-4- , Sec. 15, T. 14 N. Range 11
adobe is used instead of stone is
E.
N.
M.
P.
has
Meridian,
of the decadence ot the filed notice of intention to make
Southwest. Farther away is Taos, the final five year proof, to establish claim
most
perfect specimen of the highest to the land above described, before
Agent,
of ' aboriginal architecture now the Register and Receiver, at Santa
type
Sante Fe, N. M.
also, Fe, N. M., on the 16th day of June.
remaining in Americamud-buil- t
it is true, but no contemptible rival, in 1909.
external T architecture, of the great
Claimant names as witnesses:
of the cities, when
The New Mexican Printing com- apartment-house- s
Teofllo Herrera, Marcelino Garcia,
pany has on hand a large supply of the resources of the builders are taken Augustin Gonzales, Jose Maria Apoda- pads and tablets suitable for school into consideration.
ca, of Lamy, N. M,
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and merchants; good everywhere. We
Register.
If you want to feel well, look well
will sell them at 5 cents in book form. and be well, take Foley's Kidney Remana wed- Ingraved carae oe
edy. It tones up the kidneys and bladthe Nw
at
din
restores
a
and
aneclalty
blood
invitation
the
; It la an admitted tact
thai real ac- der, purifies
OB ataa
An
Mexican
Prlntlnc
to
take
ofieV
Pleasant
and
man
health
strength.
and
ute financial
merchanta all
to
aay that quickest and beat reraitaara and contains 00 harmful drugs. Why tag la need of each wl'J do wall
Bold
tsar
cs
all
ccumence
tl!i
by
today?
obtained by adrartiBS in the New net

$30.00

CAR.

REUINON

STEPHENS,
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, , Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaia.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are

cor-dial- ly

invited to attend.

.

CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,

Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS,

EAST0-WES-

T

TRAVEL VIA

New Mexico Central

E. P.

I

S.

CLOSE CONNECTIONS
FAST SCHEDULES

V. R.' STILES
General Passenger Agent.

El

I
Paso, Texas,

EXCURSIONS

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
and welcome.

J.

$45.20

DAVID KNAPP.

Exalted Ruler.
Secretary, v

D. SENA,

New Mexico Central Railroad

6. A. R.
KEUNION
Alamogordo, IV M.
$10.45
To
ALAMOGORDO

$35.20

-

14th,

Secretary.

,

TRAVELING

;

Register.

Ros-we- ll

ST. LOOIS, MO.

.

10 00
10 12
10 36

CH7?

lo

$35.35

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No. 1,
DAILY

lSv

KANSAS CITY, MO

Comoany.

Railway

ttwttxtvi Jin
T;:

$50.35

Tickets to all parts of the world' Pullman berths reserved Kxclnsl ve Steamship
J. P. LYNt.
Lines Agency.
Information furnished upon request.
City Freight and Passenger Agent,
Laughlin Building

Louis Rocky Mt,

M.

TO
CHICAGO, ILLS.

hours

59
39
42

IK

Touns

pm

80

i

V

From Santa Fe to Kansas Olty
to St. Louis
"
" to Chicago

SUMMER

m

am
1H?am
11 05am
10 40 am
10 02
9 Of

OO
yy

1-- 2

1153

000
6( 2

THURSDAY, MAY 27, 1909.'

1-- 4

p

1

750

"

D

6,136

1'

Paso
Koswell
K

m

8

"

Chicago

Ar.
"

210

"

Ht. Louis

2

319

"
"

05

7,013

.8

"

KSTANCIA
WlUlard

lv
"'

80.0
91.7
99.2

Ar.
"

r- -

(Homestead
Entry No. 8408.)
'
Becoming a mother should be a
Notice For Publication.
source of joy, but the suffering
Department of the Interior,
incident to the ordeal makes
U. S. Land Office at Sant, Fe, N. M,
anticipation one or dread,
May 18, 1909.
Mother's Friend is the only rem
TTTVTTH
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
edy which relieves women of Romero, of Nambe, N. Mex., who, on
much of the pain of maternity: July 19, 1905, made Homestead Entry
Sec. 24; B
SE
this hour, dreaded as woman's severest trial, !s not only made less pain- No. 8408, for SE
NE
NE
SE
Section
ful, but danger is avoided by its use. Those who use this remedy are
no longer despondent or gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distress 25. Township 19 N., Range 10 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of In
'-r
ing conditions are overcome,
tention to make final five year proof,
I
and the system is prepared for I
11 II
Iff
to establish claim to the land above
I
I he
coming event. "It is worth HYj
II
described, before the Register and Reits weight in gold," say many XL
L.
ceiver, at Santa Fe, N. Mex., on the
who have used it.
24th day of June, 1909.
11.00 per bottle.
Book of value to
Claimant names as witnesses: '
all expectant mother mulled true.
TbeBradfield Regulator Co.,' Atlanta, Ca,
Rafael Montoya, Anadeto Contreras,
Apolonio Lobato and Juan Tafoya, all
of Santa Fe, N. Mex.

if

NO. 3

Altitude

:ST:ATIONS

MILES

-

And

s

Return-Date-

of Sale June 6th, 7th
and 8 th.
Return Limit June 11th.
J. P. LYNG,

d

Direct Koute
TO

I

"Santa

V

1--

MM

W

Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.
t
i For information a3 to rates, train service, descrip
tive literature, etc. call on or address,

0

11

HOOPER, G. P.
D-av-

cr,

Colo.

City, Freight

&

Passenger Agent.

Summer TOURIST
TICKETS

'

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
isJVia the

DENVER &

,

T. A
P. H. rJTVlcBRIDB, Agent.
, Santa Fe, N. 11

a

1--

H. S. Lutz,

nm

tt

cr tri

rtr

1-- 8

New Mexico Central Ballroai
IN CONNECTION WITH
CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC

On Sale June 1st to

30th 1909.

Sept,

Good Returning October 31st
1909.

To CHICAGO ILL

1

$50.35
To ST. LOUIS MO.

$44.35
To KANSAS CITY MO

$35.35

.

Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN

FRANCISCO and other
points.
,

J. paYfiG,

THURSDAY, MAY 27, 1909.

PACE SEVEN.
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS
WHEN THE CLOCK
BRILLIANT EXERCISES
INCIDENTS OF DAY
CLOSE FRIDAY
AT WASHINGTON
AT HIGH SCHOOL
HANDS TURN BACK
Flashing Warnings of Storms Around
the World by Wireless Telegrahpy

President as Trespasser.

Washington, D. C, May
ing around the world by wireless telegraphy warnings of approaching storms
and other disturbances of the elements is one of the latest international projects, according to an announcement made here. Still another of perhaps little less importance is the proposition to equip the vessels of all nations with uniform storm signals.
These are the leading problems to
he thrashed out at a conference of
of the
distinguished meteorolglsts
London
in
held
be
to
nations
principal
on June 21 next.

The proposed conference is the outmegrowth of a meeting of the leading
in
held
world,
teorologists of the
"United
The
ago.
several
years
Europe
States will be represented by Prof.
"Willis1 L. Moore, chief of the weather

bureau.
inA concerted movement will be
augurated to induce the principal governments to adopt a uniform system
of wireless marine weather reports
and to reach an agreement so that all
nations shall display uniform marine
storm signals. If such an international
believagreement can be effected, it is In saved that It will be a great factor
on sea and land
ing life and property
be highly imtime
same
the
at
and
weather preof
portant In the making
dictions.
Can Express Liquor to Local Option
County.
The
supreme
Washington, May 27.-decided
States
United
court of the
' of the Adams Express Com-pan- y
case
the
vs. the Commonwealth of Kenof the extucky, involving the right
into a
press company to ship liquor
the
to,
contrary
county,
local option
comlaw of the state,' in favor of the
the
pany. The opinion says that
transaction was interstate commerce
interfer-encand therefore not subject to
authorities.
Kentucky
the
by
Came Near Arresting President.
Washington, May 27. Those little
which
signs: "Don't pick the flowers."
around
all
Washington,
are stuck up
his saapply to the President and all
sor- their
to
out
found
traps, as they

e

rnvr Inat. SatlirdaV.
. With
Captain A. W. Butt, U. 8. A.,
his military aide, and a nameless
mofriend, the President was taking a
tor ride in the mall Saturday even
ing. In the grounds of the Department of Agriculture the chauffeur
slowed down and the President's eye
caught some beautiful flowers.
"Those are beautiful flowers, Archie," he exclaimed to his aide; "let's
pick a few."
Now Captain Butt would not pluck
posies for himself oft any one's front
lawn, but, as a soldier, "orders is
orders" to him.
Each gathered a big bunch of the
'
fragrant posies, the ' President being
move
back toward the car.
the first to
was
Butt
getting a few more
Captain
when the harsh voice of a burly
watchman fell upon his ears :
You
doing there?
"What you-al- l
have no business doing that; breaking the law, stealing government
property that way."
Captain Butt started to explain, but
was interrupted by the ,. President,
who jode indignantly forth from
bethe shadow (flowers concealed
"
hind his back.)
"See here," he thundered at Captain Butt, "I told you not to do that.
I told you 'Uncle Jimmy' Wilson would
have somebody watching those flower beds. You know mighty well you're
breaking the law, and now you're going to be arrested."
"You sure are, and" here the
watchman recognized the President
The President
and stood mute.
laughed at him and at Butt and told
him the whole crowd would quit their
pilfering if he would not arrest them.
.
"You have done your duty and I'll
tell Secretary Wilson next time I
see him," said the President And
he did this morning.
Monday to Be Holiday.
27. President
Washington, May
Taft today issued an executive order
directing that when national holidays
fell on Sunday all government employes entitled to a holiday should
be granted leave on the Monday following. The order applies everywhere, except in states where i the
state laws provide for celebrations
on the Saturday preceding holidays
falling on Sunday. In the latter
cases the government employes will
ho pranted leave on Saturday.
;

"No Drlp'f is tne most clever little
silvered Coffee Strainer ever invent
ed. Get one free from Dr. Shobp, Racine, Wis., by the Coupon Plan. The
Coupon and Dr. Shoop's new book on
Health Coffee sent to any lady requesting them. Jou can trick any
one by secretly serving Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee at meal time. " Your
visitor or your husband will declare
he Is drinking real coffee and yet
there is not a grain of real coffee in
Dr. Shoop's V Health . Coffee. Pure
grains, malt, and nuts give Health
Coffee its exquisite taste and flavor,
No- 20 to 30 minutes tedious boiling.
"Made in a. minute," Try it from
your; grocer and get a pleasant surpound package 25c. Sold
prise. 1
;

-

1--

by

2

Cartwright-Davi-

s

Co.'

The New Mexican Printing company has on hand a large supply ot
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants ; :r good everywhere.
w will sell them at 5 cents In book
;

form.

Fit-

The Seniors Will Give Their Class Taken From the Dally New Mexican
Of May 27, 1889.
Play Which Promises to be Very

Entertaining.

.

Flash-

27.

The Event Will be Celebrated by
ting Exercises In the Various
Class Rooms.

Tomorrow is closing day at the public schools. The day will mark the end
of the school year and the beginning
of the longed-fo- r
vacation. The various
class rooms will celebrate the occasion by appropriate exercises. The
general program for the schools will
be as follows:
All schools will meet in their rooms
at two o'clock for short closing exercises and distribution of grade reports and promotion cards. Next will
be the examination of the exhibits of
the children's work in all their classes
including drawing and painting. At
three o'clock the schools will assemble
in the high school hall to witness the
graduating exercises of the eighth
grade to the high school department.
Mayor Jose D. Sena will present the
diplomas to the class.
It is earnestly desired that the parents and friends take at least one half
day during the year to see the children's work. Everybody is invited.
The following are some of the closing exercises which will take place:
Miss Schnepple's Room.
."Glad Vacation"
Song
Closing Day Exercise
What I Would Do
4By Eight Boys.
"Robin's Return''
Song
"The Four Seasons"... By Four Girls
The Return of the Birds
Our Bonny Banner
Rainbow Fairies
Song and March
Followed by an exhibit of work done
by pupils of both rooms.
Miss Guttermann's Room.
Song
Swinging 'Neath the Old Apple Tree
By School.
How Many Miles
Recitation
Lulu Varela.
Flag Exercise
By Five Boys
.Ho! Ho! Vacation Days
Song
By School.
Recitation
No Time for School
Inez Alarid.
Ten Little School Girls.... Ten Girls
Song . . . .Wandering in the May Time
By School.
Recitation
Vacation Days
Gertrude Sanchez.

Tonight Is Senior Class Night at the
High School. A large attendance Is
looked for at the school building as
the members of the graduating class
will present their class play entitled:
"The Sweet Girl Graduate." The play
promises to be highly entertaining
and no one who comes to witness it
A small admiswill be disappointed.
sion feebf twenty-fivcents will be
charged to pay expenses. School child-rewill be admitted for fifteen cents.
The doors will open at 7:45 and the
exercises will begin promptly at 8:15.
The program is as follows:
"The Sweet Girl Graduate."
Cast of Characters.
Miss Maud DeSmyth, the Sweet Girl,
Esther Barry
Mrs. DeSmyth, her mother, (who Is
threatened with an attack
e

May Closson

,

DeSmyth, her father (President
of the R. P. Railroad)
Clinton Crandall
...
Mr. Jack Hamilton, her beau......
Boyd Winters
Miss Matilda Hoppenhoer, her aunt.
(who thanked heaven she never

Mr.

graduated)
Valeria
friend

Miss

J. J. Lambert, proprietor of the
Pueblo Dally Chieftain, was a caller
at the New Mexican yesterday.
S. T. Reed, a Santa Fe hotelman of
experience, has taken possession of
the St. Nicholas hotel at Las Vegas.
Simon Segura and Guadalupe Ortiz
on Saturday sold to D. Perez a small
lot near San Miguel street for the sum
of $52. On the same day St. Michael's
Collene bought from Trinidad Trujillo
a piece of ground across the street
from the new college for $300.
Homegrown strawberries are being
sold at forty cents a box.
J. T. McFarland's son was bitten by
a vicious dog on lower San Francisco
street and as a result is suffering

'

greatly.

Twenty-fivnew and nobby suits
for the hose boys arrived this morne

ing from New York.
John Hampel has just completed a
tin roof for the Presbyterian Mission
school and Tony Windsor's residence.
He leaves next week for Ojo Caliente
where he has a ten days' job.
Pablo Jaramlllo and bride from Las
Vegas, were guests at the Palace yes-

Frances Barry terday.
her dear
Reynolds,
Bad

LEGAL BLANKS.
Kept In Stock and for Sale By the
Santa Fe New Mexican Conforming to the Laws of New Mexico.
Mining Blanks.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet,
Agrement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Lnbor.
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond ot Mining Property,
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Power of an Attorney,
sheet.
Affidavit and Corroborating
sheet.
Affidavit,
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet.
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of Nosheet.
tice,
Affidavit of Assessment, 2 sheet.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
dor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale in Books or 25 Blanks,
40 cents per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand. 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
1-- 2

4

wfiMT
FOR SALE Good
upright piano,
nqulre at Wagner Furniture company
store.

2

4

2

2

FOR SALE Good ranch In Tesuque
valley. Call on Henry Pacheco, 306
Palace avenue.
WANTED

sentative
sition.

Sober,

repre-

capable

every town. Good
Address
Southwestern
In

porting, and Collecting
Now Mexico.

Agency.

po-

ReClo-vi-

s,

Non-minera- l,

2

Non-miner-

2

WANTED One or two boarders at
the Tesuque Park Ranch. Apply to O.
C. Watson & Co.

1-- 4

4

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

try

1--

1--

1--

1-- 4

sheet

Bill of Sale,

sheet

2

for

popohai.h
of the Interior, p,nr.i)i;s.
ment
otlloe of Indian Affair. Washington, l.
May 22, li09. Sealed proposals plainly marked on the outside
of the sealed envelope
for
"Proposalx
KullillilKH, Chin Lee School, Arizona', and
addressed to the doinnilssioner of Indian
AfTalni. Washington, D. (!.. will he received
at the Indian Oflloe until two o'clock p. in.
of June 21. 1909. for furnishing materials and
lalwr to construct and complete, buildings,
etc.. for the Chin Lee School Plant, Navajo
A(rcncy, Arizona In strict accordance with
the plans, specifications and Instructions
to bidders, which may be examined at this
ofllce, the offices of the "OJtlen". Albuquerque, N. Mex "New Mexican". Hanta
Ke, N. Mex.,
'Improvement Bulletin".
Minneapolis, Minn., "Construction News",
Oliicauo ill., "American Contractor". Chicago. 111.. Builder and Contractor"
I!. S, Indian Warehouse. Chicago.
III., Kt. louis.'Mo., Omaha. Nel,r.. San Francisco, Cat.. New York. N. Y. Builder A
Traders Kxclmnvres, Ht. Paul, Minn , Omaha,
N'ebr,, Minneapolis, Minn.. Northwestern
Depart-

t.

Authority to Gather, Drive and HanAttack of Dysentery Cured.
"An honored citizen of this town dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recordsheet.
was suffering from a severe attack of ed Brand,
to
Drive and HanGather,
Authority
He told a frlvnd if he
dysentery.
could obtain a bottle of Chamberlain's dle Animals Not Bearing Owner's Recsheet.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, orded Brand,
Certificate of Brand,
he felt confident of being cured, he
sheet.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Manufacturers, Association, St. Paul, Minn.,
having used this remedy in the West
and at the Navajo Aency. For further
He was told that I kept it in stock and
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
particulars address Peter Paquette. Superlost no time in obtaining it. and was
sheet. intendent, Fort Dellance, Arizona... R. O.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
VAI.KNTINE, Acting Commissioner.
promptly cured," says M. J. Leach,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
VL
For
of
Wolcott.
sale
druggist,
by
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
all druggists.
sheet.
(J. P.)
Bond of Appearance
(District
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
sheet.
Court),
(Forest Reserve. Not Coal Land.)
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Department of the Interior.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
United States Land Office,
heet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10, 1909.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, ComNotice is hereby given that Dolores
sheet.
plaint,
Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who. on
Forcible Entry and Detainer, SumMarch
En- -

Dorothy Griffin
Madam Sateen, her dressmaker
Etta N. Moore
Madam Rantum, her elocution teacher (late from Boston)
Genevieve Harrison
...
4
Professor Grindem, principal ....
...
Rogers Fiske
Mr. Bulbus, the florist
Harold Stephens
....
Mona Baca
Katherlne, the maid
Synopsis.
Act I. Sitting room of the DeSmyth
home. Confusion worse confounded.
Mrs. DeSmyth threatened with an attack. Madam Sateen doing her part.
2
Act II. Sitting room. Elocution
teacher drilling Maude on reading her
essay. Jack gives suggestions occasionally, also Prof. Grindem.
Act III. Sitting room where all is
15, 1904, made Homestead
mons, 4 sheet.
excitement getting ready to go. Mrs.
No. 7849 Serial No. 03721, for SE
try
come.
over
Finally
almost
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
DeSmyth
Section 15, Township 14 N. Range
Execution
curtain
and
Forcible
started
drops.
get
they
Entry and De12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed tainer,
sheet.
notice of Intention to make final proof,
Recitation
..Because I'm Little
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
Many weak, nervous women have to establish claim to the land above
- Frank Quintana.
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
been restor . to health by Foley's
America Remedy as it stimulates the kidneys described before Register and ReceivPeace Proceedings, Complaint,
Song
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 7th day sheet.
By School.
so they eliminate the waste matter er,
1909.
of
June,
from the blood. Impurities depress tie
Warrant, 4 sheet.
Claimant
names ns witnesses:
exhaustion
Biliousness and Constipation.
nerves, causing nervous
sheet.
Commitment,
Encarnauon Gonzales, Pedro GonFor years I was troubled with bil and other ailments. Commence today
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
iousness and constipation, whicl and you will soon be well. Pleasant to zales, Atanaclo Gollegas, Fernandy
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet.
Gonzales, of Pecos. N. M.
made, life miserable for me. My ap- take. Sold by all druggists.
Attachment Writ,
sheet. ,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
petite failed me. I lost my usual force
and vitality. Pepsin preparations and
Register.
INSURANCE CONDITIONS
cathartics only made matters worse.
I do not know where I should have
IN NEW MEXICO
A CARD.
been today had I not tried ChamberThis is to certify that all druggists
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Gerald L. Schuyler Tells Denver of the are authorized to refund your money
lain's
The following are suggested to the.thirsty as something cool and Inviting
"
The tablets relieve the ill feeling at
t Mf
,
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure
Property That Prevails in
GINGER ALU
WILD CHERRY """
funconce, strengthen the digestive
LEMON
SODA
VANILLA
cold.
or
the
It
your
cough
stops
cough,
Territory.
ROOT BEER
KLONDIKE FfZZ
tions, purify the stomach, liver and
27. Gerald L. heals the lungs and prevents pneumoSTRAWBERRY
SARSAPARRILLA
Colo.,
May
Denver,
do
its
blood, helping the system to
nia
ORANGE
IRON BREW
and
no
Contains
consumption.
of this city,
COCA COLA
work naturally. Mrs. Rosa Potts, Schuyler, general agent
l
who has been planting agencies toi opiates. The genuine is in a yellow
JSJjso Ta"bl
'Brat
Birmingham, Ala. These tablets are
All drinks are made
the Shawnee Fire Company during the package. Sold by all druggists.
w
Telephone No. 38 and have
for sale by all druggists.
from filtered Water
fk4
your orderes delivered
reMexico
has
New
in
month
past
New
The
Mexican
com
Printing
turned to this city.
Santa Fe Bottling Work
pany has prepared civil and criminal
ORGANIZE FOR
HENRY KRICK Proprietor
Speaking of conditions in New Mex- dockets
Santa Fe. New Mexico
especially for the use of jusFAIRER RATES ico, Mr. Schuyler said:
tices of the peace. They are especial"This was my first trip into New ly ruled, with
printed headings, in
Invitation to Commercial Bodies West Mexico for five years. The Territory either Spanish or English, made of
has grown wonderfully since I was good record paper,
of the Missouri to Help in the
strongly and durthere
last and there is a noticeable In- ably bound, with leather back and
Railroads.
Fight Against
crease in the populations and build- covers and canvas sides, hall full
Spokane, Wash., May 27. Commer
cial bodies in interior cities and towns i ings of the various towns. In the east- Index in front and the fees of justices
west of the Missouri river and south ' ern section of the state, which is the of the peace and constables printed
'
troubin full on the first page. The pages
of the Canadian border to Mexico have one that has caused most of the
excondition
boom
I
land
a
found
are 10
been invited by the Interstate Com- - j le,
inches. These books are
merce Commission of the Spokane: isting. Until last week there had been made up in civil and criminal dockets,
Chamber of Commerce to organize for no rainfall in that section since last separate of 32 pages each, or with
the purpose of resisting the efforts of fall and the whole country was dried both civil and criminal bound in one
the transcontinental railroads to up- - up. Last week, however, there were book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
set the recent decision by the Inter- two heavy rains that extended from criminal. To introduce them they are
state Commerce Commission in the j Carlsbad to the northern end of the offered at the following prices
now that the Civil or Criminal
$2.75
Spokane rate case, also to send dele-- ! district and I believe
will
have
farmers
enough water to put Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
gates to the hearing in Washington,
their present crops through safely.
D. C.,' June 9. It is declared that,
For 45 cents additional for a single
"While in Santa Fe I visited the of- docket, or 65 cents additional for a
the ruling by the commission
will furnish a precedentd for every in- fices of the insurance commissioner combination docket, they will be sent
land city to obtain reductions on ex- and from the officials there I found by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
cessive freight rates, and will also that of the total 65 per cent loss ratio q&itredg jo UfliiSua jotrjeuA
g
revolutionize
all over tne of the Territory for last year, fully Cull must accompany order. State ROSWELL-TORRANC- E
three-fourth- s
was listed in the eastern printed heading 1b wanted.
"country.
U. 8. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE,
on
are
section in the unirrigated districts.
paying
Shippers in Spokane
Jan. 10, 1906.
Service
ChamEstablished
west-boun- d
for
or
chances
For
form
scald
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
a
few
burn
There
are
Chicago
apply
shipments
apparently
over 30 house between
1
to
the
berlain's Salve. It will allay
pain
and Missouri river points, the rate
Agent for the Bulck, Pope Toledo, Passengers
improvement there and as a result
over any other route.
these
the
heal
rate
back
almost
points
and
the
in
district
one
Pacific
quickly
that
Automobiles.
coast,
instantl;
the
and Kissel
plus
agency
placed only
of modern Cars in
Full
equipment
to Spokane. They have been doing In all the Shawnee now has from 12 Injured parts. For sale by all drugShortest route between Roswelland service
comfort to passensecuring
20
believe
and
they to 14 agencies in New Mexico."
gists.
this the last
years,
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and
and expert ChaufCourteous
gers.
are entitled to coast rates, at least,
Santa Fe and all points in the Es- feurs in
car. Seats
of
offered
some
charge
Herewith are
while others insist that the charges
bargains
A pain prescription Is printed upon
tancia Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto every
by applying to
should be placed upon a service basis, each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink by the New Mexican Printing com- ico.
water compe- Tablets. Ask your doctor or drug- pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
regardless of
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Roscoast
of
1897,
establishment
New
Tne
not
of
Mexico,
sheep
If
this
is
tition.
complete Territory
formula
gist
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for well, New Mexico.
rates would save the shippers in Inter- Pain means congestion, blood pres- hound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
El paso and all points on Rock Island
dollars
of
r
Code
millions
Baggage allowance 50 lbs. Any
Missouri
cities
sure, Head pains, womanly pains, Pleading forms, $5;
ior Western
Railway.
amount
of baggage can be carried
from
two
relief
for
$10.
Instant
the
$6;
Pleadings,
get
anywhere
pain
yearly.
arrlvLeave
m.
g
6:00
Torrance
at
Strip-lina,
be
of
can
Laws
by
Sold
to
Mexico
notifying Company at RoswelL
legally a Pink Pain Tablet
Code,
"Service is all that
by
Adapted New
chairW.
A.
1901
Doland,
and
New
1903,
Co.
Burrows
said
1899,
Mexico,
for,"
charged
man of the committee, "and by this
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
full leather i $3. Sheriff's Flexible
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
rule the shorter haul would get the
Cover Pocket Docket single, $1.25;
lesser freight rate. Railroads are com(Homestead Entry No. 7888.)
two or more books, $1 each. New
mercial ventures. However, In effect, Department of the Interior,
the government Is subsidizing the --U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each. CompiMay 4, 1909.
roads running to the Pacific coast to
Notice is hereby given that Fred lation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compienable them to compete with the
boats, and thus it is assisting them In Thayer of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on lation Mining Laws, 50c. Money's
hills on the
Zliffdene, located among pine-cla- d
April 6, 1904, made homestead entry Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
driving the shipping of this country
off the water. The government Is vir- No. 7888, for lots 3 and 5, Sec. 28; sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
2
Pecos
Rowe
miles
River.
from
Station on
J
allot
tually subsidizing the railroads by in- lot 1, Sec. 33, and E 2 NW
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.
If you desire a clear complexion
1, Section 34, Township 16 N, Range
lowing them to tax the people of
norates
take
filed
conM.
10
with
Orino
Laxative for
unjust freight
E., N.
Foley's
P.Meridlan, has
land cities
Good
to enable them to fight the shipping tice of intention to make final five stipation and liver trouble as It will
Makes this the most delightful resort in New 'Mexico
Interests successfully."
year proof, to establish claim to the stimulate these organs and thoroughly
land above described, before the reg- cleanse your system, which is what
$1 SOJ
Hoarseness, bronchitis and other ister and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., everyone heeds in the spring in order
$8.00perweekmeale 50c
to feel well. Sold by all druggists.
June 16, 1909.
throat troubles are cured by Foley's on
from station si.uo ,
Transportation
'
heals
Claimant names as witnesses:
Honey and Tar as it soothes and
For Srtb.r Trifbrm,tloaa. JLAd
It is an admitted fact that rear esNicolas Gutierrez, Guadalupe Maes,
the inflamed throat and bronchial
MRS. H E. QERGMA N
tubes and the most obstinate cough Tomas Maes, and Dolores H. Maes, tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
ROWt.NIWMKXlCO.
disappears. Insist upon having the all of Santa Fe, N. M.
obtained by advertising in the New
MANUEL R. OTERO,
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar. Sold
, .
".WU U- Register. Mexican.
by all druggists.
2
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SOFT DRINKS

CORRICK CARRIAGE

lus

Haek

CO.

Un

120 San Francisco St.

Call up 132 Black for Carrgales.

AUTOMOBILE

rate-makin-

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
Heal

i

1--

Sim

Heal

Resort

1--

Hunting and Fishing

DATrc
f f

,

p'

M

PHONE
NO. 92.

PHONE

NO. 92.

I

I

S S X $
Denver,

Weather

Colo.,

SS

May

X

X

27.

Try our ground alfalfa meal. Best
chicken feed or earth. Leo Hersch,
San Francisco Street.
Noon Arrivals at the Hotels Palace
William A. Lamb, Denver. Claire
Dwight B. Stephens, J. A. Beal, Dem-in-

RECEIVING ABOUT

IP

YOU

ARE GOING TO DO ANY

Preserving

nw is

the time call us up and get our price

HAYWARD'S

PHONE

NO. 92.

MARKET

PHONE
NO. 92.

I
j

4

No

Sixteen Freight Crews at San Mar-clOwing to the increase in its New
Mexico freight business, the Santa Fe
has increased the number bf train
crews at San Marcial to sixteen.
Come and hear the pianist with
violin accompaniment at the Plaza
Electric Theater. May 30.
Automobiles for Mails From June
1, the mall from Silver City to Mogol-lo- n
is to be carried by automobiles,
the road being in good shape now for
that kind of service. Sixty horse-pow-automobiles will be used.
One Crop Pays for Farm Frank
Springer has refused $16,000 for bis
90 acre farm near Las Cruces because
his canteloupe crop will this year pay
him as much. A few years ago, the
land could have been bought for
al

PER DAY

CASH

No.

4

STATIONS
ESTABLISHED.

AND HIS WIFE
dining last 48 hours. Temperature
at 6 a. m. today 53 degrees.
(Continued From Page One) .
The Plaza theater will open .7:30 p. Made a, Maudlin Spectacle of Themselves on the Witness Stand
m. Sunday, May 30th. New manageconsiderable moisture. The lamb
C;
at Kansas City.
New up to date
ment. New music.
crop appears to be very good but the
films.
grass is too short and feed is scarce.
Kansas City, Mo. May 27. An un On the whole the entire country
Articles for Rummage Sale There
will be a rummage sale in the Plaza usual spectacle was presented in crim through which I passed looked most
on the afternoon of the Plaza Fete. inal court today when James I. Sharp, pleasingly prosperous
Any articles which may be donated Known as "Adam Uod " and his wife,
for this sale; whether wearing ap- Melissa, who went under the name
"Eve God," to the followers of their LAMB MARKET
goods,
parel, household
In
whatsoever
short anything
band of roving religionists, went on
or,
IS HIGHER
from a pair of partly worn shoes to the witness stand at the trial of Sharp
an automobile, will be accepted with who is charged with murder. The wo- Highest Price Known Paid at Chicathanks by the committee in charge man is yet to be tried. The testimony
go and Fort Collins Feeders
of this department. Articles can be of the couple proved weird, a pitiful
Are Happy.
left at the Public Library during li exhibition of tears, lamentations and
Fort Collins, Colo., May 27. The
brary hours, or will be sent for if wild sayings. Mrs. Sharp reviewed the lamb market continues to rise and
notice is given to Mrs. W. S.
was paid in Chicago, the
history of herself and husband. When today $9.65
No. 234 West Palace avenue.
told of their conversion she walled highest price known, according to adPublic Meeting In the Fourth Ward
vices received by feeders who had
piteously and screamed so loud that
Tonight, All Are Invited. A meet she could be heard in the street. lambs on sale. Ben Preston of this
ing of the Fourth Ward committee "Adam God"
wept aloud constantly city and A. Scott of Tlmnath, each
to make preparations for the election,
hour he was on the sold one car on the Chicago market
half
June 7th, 1909, was held at the resi during the
at this price. Senator Drake sold
bedence of Judge Morrison last night. stand. He explained in detail the
two cars of clipped at $8.65. The
liefs of himself and his band and told
news created a bull feeling among
Henry Pacheco and N. Mondragon
were added to the committee. A pub- their doings. "Brother," said Sharp feeders here, while there was a
deep
lic meeting will be held In the hall finally, addressing the Judge and with feeling of
regret among those who
of Prudencio Garcia at 7:30 o'clock to- tears streaming down his face; "It all sold early in the season. There are
night, to which all citizens, irrespec- came to me in a revelation as I lay a few lambs in this district and with
tive of party are invited to attend. asleep in my cell last night. The Lord a limited market it is
confidently beThe committee, extends this invita- said to me just like it was in the lieved the price will continue to
go
tion in a special manner to ladies. Bible, that my enemies are my friends. up.
Judge' McFle, Mayor' Sena, Judge No, the Lord means I must turn that
Morrison, Hon. B. M. Read, J. A. Rael, saying around. If I'm to find my WILL MARK SANTA FE.
Hon. Liberato Baca and others will friends I must go among my enemies.
TRAIL ON JUNE 17.
address the meeting.
That's just the reason God led me Into
Pueblo, Colo., May 27. Mrs. W. L.
this courtroom!" Sharp denied he Graham, regent of Pueblo
chapter, D.
shot Patrolman Mullane with whose A. R., and Mrs. T. A. Lewis, chairman
ASSESSMENT REFORM
death he is charged. He declared he of the chapter committee on
marking
IN COLORADO fired into the air.
the old Santa Fe trail, have gone to
Las Animas to select a site upon
Denver, Colo., May 27. An agree- IDENTIFICATION IS
which the Pueblo chapter will erect a
ment to assess all property on a standgranite marker, which will probably
ALMOST COMPLETE be unveiled
ard basis and under conditions which
June 17, the anniversary
compel all county assessors to live up
of the battle of Bunker Hill.
to the agreement will be reached by Sheriff of Pueblo County, Colorado, at
Las Vegas to Examine the
the county assessors of the state who
PRESIDENT TAFT IS A
are conferring with Governor John F,
Suspect.
LEADER AMONG UNITARIANS.
Shafroth and the members of the state
Boston, Mass., May 27. President
Pueblo, Colo., May 27. Frank Bay Taft was elected
board of equalization.
honorary president of
who is wanted here for the
Gordon,
the newly formed National League of
The only question at the present
of Peter Dieter at Rye, Colo
time is whether the assessment stand- murder
Unitarian Laymen. The meeting of the
is believed to be under arrest
rado,
or 40 per cent. Gov- at T.oa Votraa Moot Movlpn The nffl. laymen was one of the features of the
ard shall be 33
ernor Shafroth, the state board . and cers here are certain that the man annual anniversary week observance
the members of the committee ap- there is Gordon and an officer will here, which was attended by Unitar
pointed by the assessors favor the 40 probably leave here tomorrow to ians from all parts of the United
States.
per cent basis. Many of the assessors bring him to Pueblo.
argued yesterday for the lower standThe man says his name is James
ard.
Williams, but he fills the description
F. D. Foster of Teller county presid- sent out of Gordon in every detail,
ed at the meeting in the house of rep- including secret marks on the fore
MONEY AND METALS.
resentatives. The report of the com- head and the right wrist. He was arNew York, May 27. Prime paper
mittee favoring the 40 per cent stand- rested a few days ago as he stepped
Call money, easy 1
ard was read, and immediately several from a Santa Fe train by Deputy 3
assessors moved that it be amended Sheriff Sena, who Identified him from Amalgamated 85; Atchison 109
Penn.
pfd. 105; N. Y. Cent. 130
to 33
per cent. The discussion pictures sent out.
134
122
iPac.
So.
U.
P.
new
no
in
were
There
developments
which followed lasted for more than
Steel 61
pfd. 119
the "Bay" Gordon arrest at Las Ve- 188
two hours.
bric-a-bra-

g.

CRATES

SNOWFALL

.
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tpawberriei

ADAM GOD

(

forecast for New
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
and Friday with stationary
temperature.

HAYWARD'S MARKET
WE ARE

Relative numldity, average for the
day, 39 per cent. Lowest temperature
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Har-rou-

n,

.

$4,-50- 0.

Chicken wheat at Leo Hersch's.
Dio Grande Falling Although the
Rio Grande Is falling at El Paso, it has
g
cut within six feet of its old channel
and If it breaks through this narrow
bulwark, a large tract of valuable land
will be flooded and washed away at
El Paso.
.The new management invites you
to attend the Electric Theater May
30. First class show. Everybody welcome.
Fish for Bonito Lake The El Paso
and Southwestern Railway has stockCAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE
ed Bonito Lake, seven miles from Cap-itaLincoln county, with bass. The
BY THE SACK AT A BETTER PRICE
lake has a capacity of 600,000,000 gal
3
lons and supplies Carrizozo and other
!
Your money back if you can
points with water through a pipe line.
Cement
Cement
Sidewalks
than
at
Laying
any price
buy better
sidewalks are being laid on the west
Belle Spring Creamery
side of Washington avenue and also
on the east side of Lincoln avenue.
Butter
When completed two of Santa Fe's
largest city blocks will be bounded
on all sides by cement walks, greatly
improving the appearance.
Permits ToMany Want Grazing
for
grazing perday nine applications
PREMIER, HARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA
received
were
mits
2
Supervisor
by
lb.
for 75c.
a lb.
AND SIESTA
Thomas R. Stewart of the Pecos NaThere is no Coffee to equal the aHove for
tional Forest. The applications were
the price TRY IT if it does not suit you,
for a total of 5,250 head of sheep. So
New York, May 27. Lead, firm,
Sheriff Cleofes Romero of
far in all twelve applications have
return it to us and we will cheerfully reThe governor contended that a 33 gas today.
San Miguel county, positively denied $4.354.40; copper, firm, 13
been received calling for 9,000 head
fund your money
per cent basis would leave the a rumor that the suspect had con- silver, 52
t
:
of sheep.
revenues just about as they fessed
state's
'St. Louis, Mo., May 27. Lead, highhe was the much wanted
at Hillsboro Dies of Apthat
Postmaster
are. Many of the assessors claimed
You wil fiQ you your dealing witn us
spelter, strong, $5.15.
fugitive murderer. While his identi- er, --$4.32
Miller, postmaster
pendicitisGeorge
the present assessment average fication apparently has been made GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
that
satisfactorv- - if anything is not just
one
and
at Hillsboro, Sierra county,
not more than 22 2 per cent, because
Chicago, 111., May 27. Wheat May
complete, he still maintains that the
of the best known citizens of Southern
right let us know and we make it right- assessments
some
are
counties
the
in
Is
he
are
mistaken
officers
and
132;
that
atJuly 116
New Mexico, has succumbed to an
very low. The Governor said that a James W. Williams,
Oklahoma
an
Corn
May, 73 ; July 69
opan
tack of appendicitis. Although
cent
50
would
basis
be
Oats
of
McMillan
W.
Sheriff
per
F.
right.
No.
farmer.
Phone
May 59
4.
July 53
Phone No. 4.
eration was performed immediately,
said Pueblo Is to arrive in Las Vegas to
been
"It
has
and
Pork
my
experience,','
$18.77
May
July
still the disease had advanced so far
P. L. Sanchez of Huerfano county, night to identify the prisoner and to
$10,821-2- ;
Lard
May
July $10.80.
make
as to
recovery Impossible.
"that in previous meetings of the as- take him back to Colorado, should he
Ribs May $10.25; July $10,221-- 2
Don't Torget the Plaza electric thesessors we have
the murderer of Johi 25.
upon a stand- prove to-bater, new illustrated songs with the ard and then agreed
assessors
Dieter.
of
the
WOOL MARKETS.
.
many
best of piano and violin music May 30.
went back to their counties and vioSt.
Mo., May 27. Wool, firm;
Louis,
Automobile.
George
Run Over By
lated their agreement."
Territory and Western mediums, 25
CONVICTS
MORE
Chaves, aged sixteen years, was run
The assessors' committee in its re30; fine mediums, 2227; fine, 1623.
over by an automobile at AlbuquerWHOLESALE AND RETAIL
THE
PEN
FOR
said::
LIVE STOCK.
port
of
a
fracture
the
sustained
and
'que
Kansas City, Mo., May 27. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
B. Heyn In
the
of
counties
number
the
"A
Fred
skull.
of
Undersherift
$4.50 per ton
Screened Raton Lump
4,000; market steady. Nahis automobile ran into Chaves who state are valuing property in their re- Sheriff of Luna County Brings in Del,
"
tives $5.257.00; Southern steers.
was on an unmanageable horse.
egationAll Guilty of
5.25
V
Monero
spective counties for assessment purStealing.
$4.506.50; Southern cows, $3.25
"
New Window for Bank This morn- poses at not less than 40 per cent,
6.00
com4.50; native cows and heifers, $3.00
of
the
is
arand
that
it
the
window
opinion
ing a large plate glass
Sheriff Dwight B. Stephans of Luna 6.75; stockers and feeders $45.75;
rived which will be used to replace mittee that a large number of the
Sawed Wood and Kindling
Anthracite Coal all sizes
the one shattered at the U. S. Bank counties are valuing property upon a county, assisted by Deputy J. A. Beal, bulls, $3.505.25; calves, $4.006.75;
L
arrived today from Deming on the Western steers, $5.256.75; Western
Coal.
of
All
Kinds
Steam
Coal
and Trust Company. It will be re- valuation much lower than this; and
Smithing
noon
train bringing in seven prison- Cows, $3.755.25.
Us
membered that some time ago a horse
"Your committee further finds in
Hogs
ran away and wildly careened into opinion, from an examination of the es ers to begin serving their terms at
Receipts 13,000; market
The prisoners steady. Bulk Of sales, $6.957.40;
the window of the bank, badly dam- timated revenues of the state, that the penitentiary.
Phone No. 86, Office Garfield Avense,
heavy, $7.307.50; packers and butchNmt A. Tn A Q, F. Depot
aging it.
the appropriations which are to be brought in are:
William Simpson, three years for ers, $7.007.40; , light, $6.807.20;
Estes Laid to Rest The funeral of paid therefrom can and will be paid if
J2. R. Estes took place this morning, all of the
property of the state be burglary; Herman Wallis, two and pigs, $5.50 6.60.
a low mass of requiem being celebrat- assessed upon a uniform basis at not one-hal- f
years for receiving stolen
Sheep
Receipts, 5,000; market
ed at the Cathedral at 7 o'clock after less than 40 per cent of its actual goods; Quirino Meslas, two years for
steady. Muttons, $5.256.50; lambs.
which the cortege proceeded to
larceny; Frank T. King, two years, $7.009.25; Wethers and yearlings, $5
value."
cemetery where the body was
larceny; Pedro Soils, one and one-ha7.50; "ewes, $4.006.25; Texas and
Interred. The funeral was well atyears, larceny; Robert C. Swanson, Arizona muttons, $4.756.25.
HOUNDS
BLOOD
tended by the members of the fire deone year, larceny; Sidney C. Diamond,
Chicago, May 27. Cattle
Receipts
partment and the Modern Woodmen
one year, larceny.
CONVICTS
AFTER
4,500. Market steady. Beeves $5.10
AND
of America.
7.25; Texas steers $4.156.35; westDied of Paralysis Mrs. Placlda S.
ern steers $4.756.35; stockers and
Clrlaco Moreno and Ramon Tevino, IT WAS AN
de'Quintana died Tuesday morning convicts employed on the Scenic Highfeeders $3.605.65; cows and heifers
at 11:30 at her home on College
UNLUCKY NUMBER $2.506.40; calves $5.007.00.
Raton and the Colorado
street. The cause of death was way between
and
are
Hogs
Receipts 26,000. Market
reported missing
boundary,
paralysis. The deceased was eighty-fiv- e
at steady to strong. Light $6.907.32
Hanged
made their escape. Mo- Thirteen Revolutionists
undoubtedly
years old and had been suffering
mixed $7.0555; heavy $7.1057
Day Break in Constantinople
from
for about two months. She left two reno was serving nineteen years
) By Government.
rough $7.1025; pigs $5.906.90;
Tevino,
and
for
murder,
sons and three daughters. The fun- Otero county
bulk $7.3050;
for
27.
Thirteen
burgGrant
from
county,
May
Constantinople,
FRAMING
PICTURE
a
OF
year
KINDS
ALL
eral will take place tomorrow at 8
men were hanged in public at day
o'clock from the Cathedral. Inter- lary. The discarded prison garbs of the
142.
House
NIht-2
break
1M Pileoe Avenue. Elks' Hall.
in Constantinople today, havTelephone
distance
short
a
were
found
men
two
ment will be at Rosario.
been found guilty of complicity
ing
The
penitenthe
camp.
from
prison
The
new barHagerman Barracks
Ra- the revolutionary outbreak of April
X
K
S S X X S X
racks at the New Mexico Military In- tiary has sent its bloodhounds to
13th.
con
of
trail
the
the
to
take
ton
up
stitute at , Roswell have been named
FOR
'
two
seems that the
AND
Hagerman Barracks in honor of J. J. victs today. It
NOTICE
FOR
BIDS.
from friends on the
SANScR,UM
Hagerman of near Roswell. The old men received help
Bids will be received by the Board
Colo
in
are
far
and
CHIMAYO
outside
probably
barracks have been named Lea BarSANTA
FE, N. M.
of Trustees of the Miners Hospital, of
racks Building In honor of the late rado by this time.
New
at
Mexico
New
Raton.
Mexcio,
BLANKETS
$16and up per ws?k.
Captain J. C. Lea, thus adopting the
till 12 o'clock noon on June 17th, 1909,
BARREL
WINS
TAFT
w
suggestion made by Territorial Secrefor the construction of the south wing
OF SAUERKRAUT.
tary Nathan Jaffa in his recent comto the present building. Plans are on
A
mencement day address.
file with the Board of Trustees at RaiSandusky, Ohio, May 27. President
Martin Lohman Sells Out Martin
ton, also at the office of I. H.' and W.
'A
barrel
Given Either in
Lohman, the well known Las Cruces Taft holds a ticket that drew a
M. Rapp Co., Architects, Santa Fe, N.
UK
store and is of sauerkraut worth $3 at the Elks' M., and Trinidad,
closed
his
has
OR GERMAN-RAYMO- ND
merchant,
SPANISH
Colorado. The
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
It was presented
selling his stock In bulk. He will spend fair here last night.
to
Board
reserves
the
any
reject
right
HAACKE
the summer with his family In Maine, him by William Homer Reinhtirt, and all bids.
Mexican .
and
the
New
the
Care
of
Victory
Perry
president
i Although he intends to return to Las
A. R. STREICHER,
Peace ComCentennial
International
has
Cruces, he
given up merchandising
NOTARY PUBLIC .
Secretary of the Board.
for good. His store was an old land mission, who was in Washington
W All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenir
mark In Dona Ana county.
We will shortly have in a full line of
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
Mexican StiawHats at 50cts. each
RIO GRANDE SHARES
Santa Fe, N. M May 26, 1909.
BOOM IN WALL STRET.
Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
Maximum temperature 70 degrees
w.
New York, May 27. Denver & Rio
at 4:40 p. m. Minimum temperature
Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty
was the most active of the
Grande
M
m.
a.
34
4:10
Mean tern
,
degrees at
51.
Proprietor.
HATS CLEANED
Ix,
w
perature 52 degrees. Departure from Gould stocks and again passed
and anticipation of
8 degrees.
minus
earnings
Improved
normal
Relative
BLOCKED
AND
ft
901-30- )
Santa Fe.N, M.
San Francisco
are
yt humidity at 6 a. m. 60 per cent Rel financing other Gould properties
209 WEST PALACE AVE.
PHONE 203 BLACK
advance.
the
reasons
for
6
ative humidity at p. m. 18 per cent given as the
Q
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COAL AND WOOD

-
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CAPITAL COAL YARD

DUDROW & M0NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Ro-sar- io
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EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
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THE SICK

NAVAJO

A

DR. DIAZ

OHO GE LIKE OF
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Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

GRAMMAR LESSONS

-

E

FOR FIVE CENTS

:

.

J.

u

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELARIO
Street.
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